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Buy Your

Dream Home In Delhi

Luxury, ultra modern residential
4,3,2 and 1 bedroom apartments
at NFC-Khizrabad, New Delhi

BOOKING

OPEN

SMART HOMES

Widom

I like criticism. It makes
you strong

—LeBron James

JAMMU: The Crime Branch of
Jammu and Kashmir Police has filed
a chargesheet against six persons,
including government officials, for
their involvement in hatching a
criminal conspiracy and preparing
mutation of over two acres of land
here, an official said | More on P6

Two Militants
Arrested In Shopian
SRINAGAR: Police Sunday said that
Government forces have arrested
two militants and recovered arms
and ammunition in Shopian.
Acting on specific input regarding
the presence of LeT militant
Shahid Ahmad Gaine, a resident of
Doomwani Keegam, and his close
associate in Doomwani | More on P6

5 Shops Gutted in
Overnight Inferno in Bla
SRINAGAR: At least five shops were
gutted in an inferno which broke
out on Sunday evening late in main
market Fatehgarh in north Kashmir’s
Baramulla district. Reports said that
the fire broke out at around 11:08
PM and continued for several hours.
Despite hectic efforts by Fire and
Emergency Services | More on P6

Four Held With Bottles
Of Banned Syrup
KATHUA/JAMMU: Four suspected
interstate drug peddlers, including
three residents of Delhi, were
arrested along with a consignment of
950 bottles of a banned cough syrup
in Jammu and Kashmir’s Kathua
district on Sunday, police said.
The seizure was made from a private
car during vehicle checking at
Govindsar on the | More on P6
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Asif Iqbal
SRINAGAR: Board of School
Education has directed all
schools in Union Territories
of Jammu and Kashmir and
Ladakh not to use the contentious class 7 ‘History and Civics’
textbook over the depiction of
the messenger of Islam.
“All the schools of UTs of
Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh
affiliated either with CBSE,

against the pandemic.
The Lt Governor said that
due to the collective efforts of
everyone and the hard work
of medical personnel, Jammu
and Kashmir has emerged as a
role model in the entire country in covid management and
vaccination.
Underscoring the commitment of UT government to continuously strengthen the health
system and to make healthcare
more affordable and accessible
to all, especially in rural areas,

the Lt Governor observed that
J&K has the highest share of 5%
budget allocation in the health
sector across the country.
“We are spending Rs 7,177
crore to strengthen the infrastructure of the health sector.
In the last one year, 94 health
projects have been completed
by spending Rs 881 crore, substantially augmenting resources for citizens”, he added.
The Lt Governor also recalled
the efforts of covid warriors
and the steps taken by the UT

Says Tourism Not Everything For Kashmir;
Asks Party Men Stay With People Everywhere

administration to ramp up the
capacities of health infrastructure during the two waves of
Covid. “Our oxygen generation
capacity has increased manifold to 1 lakh LPM from just
14,000 LPM last year, and to
deal with any emergency,
Covid Care Centers have also
been kept functional in 4290
Panchayats, he added.
The efforts of the UT government to augment the necessary
arrangements and to make the
facilities accessible to the patients and the common people,
down to the level of Panchayats
have been acknowledged in the
report of NITI Aayog, observed
the Lt Governor.
The Lt Governor expressed
his heartfelt gratitude towards
Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi who has transformed the health sector of
Jammu and Kashmir. He observed that J&K used to have
only three medical colleges but
now there are seven new medical colleges, | More on P6

Observer News Service
SRINAGAR:
National
Conference president Dr
Farooq Abdullah Sunday
asked the party men to be
ready for a stage where they
may have to offer similar sacrifices as that of Indian farmers, for getting back the rights
snatched by the Centre.
Addressing party workers at his father and NC patriarch Sheikh Muhammad
Abdullah’s mausoleum at
Hazratbal here on the occasion of Sheikh’s death anniversary, Dr Farooq said that
every single NC worker and

WE ARE COMMITTED TO STRENGTHEN the health system across UT

and make healthcare affordable & accessible to all, especially in rural areas”
2 Covid Deaths,
161 Fresh Cases
In 24 Hours
SRINAGAR: Jammu and
Kashmir reported 161 new
covid-19 cases while as two
persons succumbed to the
virus in the last 24 hours, officials said on Sunday.
18 of the fresh cases
were reported from Jammu
Division and 143 from
Kashmir, taking the overall
tally to 337807.
There were deaths, both
from the Valley, due to
the virus during the last
24 hours, they said. So
far 4481 persons—2185
in Jammu and 2296 in
Kashmir—have died due to
the virus, they said.
Giving district wise details of the fresh cases,
the officials told GNS that
Srinagar reported 62 cases,
Baramulla 21, Budgam 19,
Pulwama 6, Kupwara 13,
Anantnag 1, Bandipora
11, Ganderbal 8, Kulgam
2, Shopian 0, Jammu 7,
Udhampur 0, Rajouri 1,
Doda 6, Kathua 1, Samba
0, Kishtwar 0, Poonch 1,
Ramban 0 and Reasi 1.
Moreover, 184 Covid-19 patients recovered | More on P6

Publisher
Tenders Apology

D

elhi-based Publication
house ‘JAY CEE Publications
Private Limited’ Sunday
evening tendered apology, calling
it ‘unintentional mistake’ over the
depiction of last messenger of Islam
in its History & Civics book for class
seven. The Director of | More on P6

JKBOSE or any other Board of
the country are directed not to
use textbook of “History & Civics
“, Edition, 2020 for class 7th
published by | More on P6

leader has to be remain in
touch with people on ground
in every village and locality.
“All of you have to be
steadfast. Centre repealed
farm laws after the sacrifices
of 700 farmers. We may also
have to offer similar sacrifices to get back the rights that
have been snatched from us
by the Centre,” he said as per
news reports. Hundreds of
NC workers and leaders had
assembled at Naseembagh
to pay tributes to NC founder on this death anniversary
amid incessant rains.
After almost a year of protests by | More on P6

YOU HAD PROMISED 50,000
JOBS, WHERE ARE THEY? Rather

you are terminating our people. Were there no
people for employing in the (Jammu & Kashmir) Bank
that you got people from Punjab and Haryana? Where
will the boys and girls from J&K go? But if we raise our
voices, they are crushed.”

Observer News Service

BOSE Directs All Schools
In J&K, Ladakh Not To Use
Contentious Class 7 Book
Directs Publisher To
Withdraw Textbook
Immediately

Farooq Wants Cadres To Be
Ready For Sacrifices Like
Farmers To Get Back Spl Status

J&K's Rs 1,456Cr Budget Allocation
For Health Sector, Highest in India: LG
SRINAGAR:
Lieutenant
Governor, Manoj Sinha today
addressed the 39th Annual Day
celebrations of SKIMS and eInaugurated and laid e-foundation stones of several projects
on the occasion.
While addressing the gathering through virtual mode, the Lt
Governor observed that SKIMS
has played an indispensable role
in the healthcare system of UT.
On the occasion, the Lt
Governor also congratulated
the administration, faculty,
and students of SKIMS, and all
those who were awarded for
their exemplary work in the
challenging times of Covid.
“I express gratitude to all the
doctors, nurses, ward boys, ambulance drivers, and all other
supporting staff who have
worked selflessly during the
two waves of COVID”, the Lt
Governor said lauding the invaluable contribution of countless health workers in the fight

Ready to move in flats
for middle income
groups in South Delhi

+91 90865 17777 +91 1947969705

LG addresses SKIMS’s 39th Annual Day celebrations
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6 Charged With Fraud
Mutation Of Land

Independent Luxury
Villas at Kalindikunj,
New Delhi

BANKOT TUNNEL

Kashmir Railway Project
Adds a New Milestone
Press Trust Of India
BANIHAL/JAMMU: The Northern
Railway achieved another milestone on Sunday with one more
tunnel in the Bankot area near
Banihal in Ramban connected after a breakthrough, officials said.
With the breakthrough of the
tunnel, most of the excavation
work of railway tunnels between
Banihal and the Khari sector
has been completed by IRCON
International Limited, they added.
The work on the Kashmir rail
project in a 110-km-long railway
line between Katra and Banihal is
underway and is likely to be completed within the next two years.
The project is part of the 272-km
Udhampur-Srinagar-Baramulla
railway line to provide an alternative surface link between Kashmir

Snow In Highlands, Rains Lash Plains
Observer news Service
SRINAGAR: The upper reaches
of Jammu and Kashmir and
Ladakh witnessed fresh snowfall on Sunday (December 5)
leading to the closure of border
roads including BandiporaGurez road, Sinthan- Kishtwar
road and Mughal road.
As predicted by the

Kashmir metrological department, the upper reaches of
the union territory including
several hill stations witnessed
fresh snowfall, while rains
lashed plains since morning.
The Met department said
that 2 to 3 inches of snow at
Razdan top and continuous
snowfall forced authorities to
close traffic on some roads as

a precautionary measure.
While famous ski resort
Gulmarg witnessed 3 inches
of snow, in Sonamarg, snow
accumulated about 4 inches.
4-5 inches of snow accumulation was seen at Zojila pass.
The Srinagar-Jammu road remained open for traffic.
The Met official said that
rains and | More on P6

and the rest of the country.
"The around-two-km-long tunnel project in Bankot is being constructed at a cost of Rs 300 crore
in two parts," an official said.
Additional
Deputy
Commissioner, Ramban, Harbans
Lal Sharma, who attended the
breakthrough ceremony, said the
Indian Railways has crossed another challenging milestone between
Banihal and the Khari sector of the
Katra-Banihal railway link, coinciding with the world tunnelling day.
He said travelling by train from
Kashmir to Kanyakumari is expected to start in the next two
years and to achieve the deadline,
work is in full swing in Ramban.
Sharma said 96 per cent of the
53-kilometre-long railway line
in the mountainous Ramban district passes | More on P6

Khurram
Parvez Shifted
To Tihar Jail
SRINAGAR: The authorities
have shifted human rights activist to Delhi’s Tihar jail under
3-week judicial custody after
he was arrested by the National
Investigation Agency from
his residence in Srinagar on
November 22.
Reports said that Parvez who
is associated with JKCCS has
been sent to 3-week judicial
custody and has been shifted
to Tihar jail.
Parvez was arrested on
November 22 by the NIA from
his residence in Srinagar under case FIR No. 30/2021/
NIA/DLI dated 06/11/2021 us
120B/121A 17, 18, | More on P6
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The methods used to consume news have changed over time from newspapers, to
television, to the Internet on our computers to carrying the news around with us
24/7 on smartphones in our pockets.
Kashmir Observer, with 25 years of experience in news gathering is now available
24x7 on all digital platforms like laptops, cell phones or via Bluetooth on your smart
TV’s across the world.
Kashmir Observer is a one stop information bank for you. Watch live debates, talk
shows and documentaries on critical issues facing Kashmir on KO youtube channel.

VISIT

https://www.youtube.com/c/
kobserver
OR SCAN

To place an advertisement

CALL +91-194 2502327
Monday - Saturday (9am - 6pm)

Monday 06-12-2021

No 5- Dal Lake Boulevard Srinagar, 190001, Kashmir

Scholarships This Week

UNIVERSITY OF KASHMIR

Office of the Executive Engineer,
Construction Division

Kashmir Observer in association with Buddy4Study.com presents scholarships
available for the meritorious students of Jammu and Kashmir
Scholarship
Name
1:
Rolls-Royce Unnati COVID
Scholarship for Women in
STEM 2021
Description:
Rolls-Royce
India Private Limited invites
applications from girl students
who are pursuing graduation
(general and professional)
courses in STEM. The scholarship is meant to support students who have lost their primary earning family member/s
due to COVID-19.
Eligibility:
Open for Indian
girls who are currently pursuing graduation (general and
professional) courses in STEM,
who have lost their parent(s)/
earning family member/s due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Annual family income of the
applicants must be less than
INR 6,00,000 (6 lakh) from all
sources.
Prizes & Rewards:
Fixed
one-time scholarship of INR
25,000
Last Date to Apply:
31-122021
Application mode:
Online

For and on behalf of the University of Kashmir, e-tenders are invited on item rate basis from approved
and eligible Contractors registered with Union territory of J&K Govt. CPWD, Railways and other
State/Central Governments for each of the following works:-

Scholarship Name 2: ICARIARI CSIR Junior/Senior Research Fellowship 2021

S. No

Description: ICAR-IARI CSIR
Junior/Senior Research Fellowship 2021 is a research opportunity offered to graduate/
postgraduate degree holders.
The selected candidate is required to work on a project
entitled - "Assessment of Old
and New Wheat Varieties for
Genetic Variability in Quality Traits and Their Relationship with Pizza, Extruded and
Baked Product Making".

1.

Eligibility:
The fellowship
is open for candidates who are
28 years of age (JRF) and 32
years of age (SRF) and have a
BS 4 years programme/Integrated BS-MS/M.Sc./B.Tech.
(Biotech) or equivalent degree
with 55% marks and passing of NET/GATE test (such
candidates will be considered
for JRF), OR an M.Sc., BTech
(Biotech), or equivalent degree, and at least two years of

Announces Grand Winter Sale on
all its products and offers at Flat
discount of 25 % on its products

w.e.f 6th of December, 2021 to
31st of December, 2021.
The wide range of products available
at its all showrooms , Project offices
and Central stores, Jammu , Srinagar
& Delhi.

Major attractions :• World famous Kani Shawls, Pashmina Shawls.
• 100 % pure Basholi pashmina
shawls/stoles.
• Embroidered Raffal Shawls /
stoles.
• Tweed cloth, Tweed Coats & waist
Coats.
• Embroidered woolen ladies suits.
• Linen Shirts/ cotton shirts and
Kurta Pyajama.

DIPK-NB-5600/21

JKHDC, 5th Floor
Udyog Bhawan,
Rail Head Jammu

CLOTHING & HOME APPLIANCES
YARDIMCI MULTI-VENTURE

Deals with clothing
and home appliances at whole sale rates.
Contact:-0194-3550112
G-mail- yardimiciunique92@gmail.com
I.G: yardimci_multi_venture_
F.B: yardimci multiVenture

ELECTRONICS

10X MOBILE STORE
All types of Mobile and Mobile Accessories
Main Market Sannat Nagar Srinagar

TECH WORLD
All Mobile and Electronic
Accessories Xerox also
available.
Sannat Nagar Srinagar

TENDER NOTICE INVITING E-TENDER

applications only
Short Url:
www.b4s.in/
observer/RRUS1

J&K Handloom
Development
Corporation Ltd.

Contact:-7889657769

2

Name of Work

Adv. Cost Cost of T/ Bid
(Rs. In Lacs) Doc. (Rs. In Security
Lacs)
Declaration
Construction of 899.00
10000.00 As per
Administrative
format in
Block at Kupwara
SBD
Campus.

Time of Time & Date
comple- of Opening of
tion
tender (Technical Bid)
2420-12-2021
Months

Class of
Contractor
“Special
Class” &
“AAY”

The bid forms and other details can be obtained from the web site www.kashmiruniversity.net /
www.jktenders.gov.in.
Executive Engineer
No: -F (E.Tend) (Const. Adm Blk. Kup. Campus ) 65/KU2021-CONS
Dated: 03-12-2021				DIPK-NB-5591/21

GOVERNMENT OF UT JAMMU AND KASHMIR

post-M.Sc., B.Tech. (Biotech)
research experience, OR an
M.Tech. (Biotech) or equivalent degree in Biotechnology
(for SRF).
Prizes & Rewards:
Up to INR 35,000 per month
plus 24% HRA
Last Date to Apply:
15-122021
Application mode:
Online
applications only
Short Url:
www.b4s.in/
observer/JSR4
Scholarship Name
Kotak Shiksha Nidhi

3:

Description:
Kotak Shiksha
Nidhi invites applications from
school and college students
who have lost a primary earning member of their family due
to COVID-19, for continuity of
their education from Class 1st
to diploma and graduation
level courses.
Eligibility:
Loss of both
parents
Loss of one of the parents
Loss of primary earning member of the family (other than
parents)
Applicants must be school or

college going students aged
between age 6 to 22 years i.e.,
class 1 to diploma or graduation course
Prizes & Rewards:
Terms
and Conditions Apply. Selection and the quantum of assistance under Kotak Shiksha
Nidhi will be based on fulfilment of the eligibility criteria
and will be at the discretion of
Kotak Education Foundation.
Last Date to Apply: 31-03-2022
Application mode:
Online
applications only
Short Url:
www.b4s.in/
observer/KSFA1

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER PWD
(R&B) DIVISION QAZIGUND.

e-NIT No/EE-PCD/PHQ/107/2021-22 Dated: - 04-12-2021
Executive Engineer PCD PHQ J&K JAMMU/ SRINAGR on behalf of The President of India invites tenders by e-tendering on item rate basis from approved and eligible contractors registered with J&K
Govt. / CPWD / Railways and other State / Central Governments for the following works.
S. Name of Work
No
1
1

3

NOTICE INVITING TENDER

4

NIT NO 100 OF R&B/Qazigund/2021-22 /E-TENDERING 8405-20
DATED:04-12-2021

5

For and on behalf of the Lt. Governor, Union Territory of J&K e-tenders are invited on
%age basis from approved and eligible Contractors registered with J&K Union Territory,
CPWD, Railways and other State/Central Governments for each of the following works:
S. Name of Work
No

2.

INVITING E-TENDER NOTICE

2

Union Territory of Jammu & Kashmir

1.

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER PCD
(PHQ) J&K JAMMU/ SRINAGAR.

Adv. Cost Cost
(Rs. In of T/
Lacs)
Doc. (In
Rupees)
10.14/= 600/=

Construction of road from Peertakiya
Bridge to Zadran bridge by way of P/L
WBM G-II, construction of B wall at spots
(Balance)
Construction of road at Waltangoo
9.36/=
Halnoo incl. Mantoo Mohalla by way of
R/wall,PCC drain & P/F railing to existing
bridge at Halnoo.(Balance)

600/=

Time of M.H of Class of
comple- Account Contractor
tion
25 Days State
Sector

BEE, CEE &
DEE CLASS
Only

20 Days State
Sector

CEE & DEE
Class only

Position of AAA: Accorded, Position of funds: - Available
1.
The Bidding documents Consisting of qualifying information, eligibility criteria,
specifications, Drawings, bill of quantities (B.O.Q), Set of terms and conditions of contract and other details can be seen/downloaded from the departmental website www.
jktenders.gov.in as per schedule of dates given below:Particulars
Dated
1
Date of Issue of Tender Notice
04-12-2021
2 Period of Downloading of bidder docu- From
06-12-2021
(11:00 AM)
ments
To
13-12-2021
(04:00 PM)
3 Bid submission Start Date
From
06-12-2021
(11:00 AM)
4 Bid Submission End Date
To
13-12-2021
(04:00 PM)
5 Date and time of opening of bid
14-12-2021
(11:00 AM)
(online)
In the office of Executive Engineer
PWD(R&B) Division Qazigund .
2.
Bids must be accompanied with cost of Tender document in shape of Treasury
Challan in favour of Executive Engineer R&B Division Qazigund (tender inviting authority)
(Name of work to be mentioned on the Treasury Challan/Receipt (Refer order No.OM.A/24
(2017)-651 Dated: 07-06-2018 (The Date of Treasury Challan should be between the date
of start of bid and Bid Submission End date) pledged to Executive Engineer R&B Division
Qazigund Crediting to MH:0059-PW (Revenue). (Tender receiving authority).
3.
All Bidders has to submit Bid Security Declaration Form instead of Earnest
money as per the circular of Finance Department No.A/Misc(2018)-III-895/J Dated:22-12-2020 vide Chief Engineer PWD(R&B) Department Kashmir’s endorsement
No.CE/RBK/WS/23581-613 Dated: 30-12-2020 (Bid Security Declaration Form is as per
Annexure “A” below)
4.
The 1st lowest Bidder has to produce an amount equal to 3% of contract as performance security in shape of CDR/FDR/BG within 02 Days before fixation of contract and
shall be released after successful completion of work.
5.
The date and time of opening of Bids shall be notified on Web Site www.jktenders.gov.in and conveyed to the bidders automatically through an e-mail message on
their e-mail address. The bids of Responsive bidders shall be opened online on same Web
Site in the Office of Executive Engineer PWD (R&B) Division Qazigund (tender receiving
authority).
6.
The bids for the work shall remain valid for a period of 120 days from the date of
opening of Technical bids
7.
Instruction to bidders regarding e-tendering process.
7.1.
Bidders are advised to download bid submission manual from the "Downloads"
option as well as from "Bidders Manual Kit" on website www.jktenders.gov.into acquaint
bid submission process.
7.2.
To participate in bidding process, bidders have to get 'Digital Signature Certificate (DSC)' as per Information Technology Act-2000. Bidders can get digital certificate
from any approved Vendor.
7.3.
The bidders have to submit their bids online in electronic format with digital
Signature. No bid will be accepted in physical form.
7.4.
Bids will be opened online as per time schedule mentioned in Para-1.
7.5. Bidders must ensure to upload scanned copy of all necessary documents with the
technical bid.
8. The tender / bid is liable to rejection if it does not fulfill the requirements as laid down
in NIT.
9.
All other terms conditions are as per PWD Form 25 (Double agreement Form).
							
No. 8405-20 DATED:04-12-2021				
Executive
Engineer
			
PWD(R&B) Division Qazigund
DIPK-14221/21

6

7
8

Name of Division Estimat- Cost of
ed Cost docu(Rs. In ment
lacs)
(In Rs )
2
3
4
5
Internal electrical works of 2
PCD (PHQ) J&K, 8.00 lacs 700/storey LSQ (08 No sets) at Police Jammu/ Srinagar
Station Basohli Kathua.
Carrying out internal electrifica- PCD (PHQ) J&K, 18.10 lacs 2000/tion works of Police Station build- Jammu/ Srinagar
ing at Basohli Kathua.
Carrying out Internal electrical
PCD (PHQ) J&K, 3.00 lacs 200/works of SHO Residential Quarter Jammu/ Srinagar
at Basohli Kathua.
Carrying out Internal electrical
PCD (PHQ) J&K, 2.50 lacs 200/works of SHO Residential Quarter Jammu/ Srinagar
at Battal Udhampur.
Internal electrical works of 2
PCD (PHQ) J&K, 7.00 lacs 700/storey LSQ (08 No sets) at Police Jammu/ Srinagar
Station Battal Udhampur.
Internal electrical works for con- PCD (PHQ) J&K, 0.56 lacs 100/struction of elevated sentry post Jammu/ Srinagar
(02 No) at Security Hqr’s Sidhra
Jammu.
Internal electric works for conPCD (PHQ) J&K, 0.90 lacs 100/struction of double storey sentry Jammu/ Srinagar
post at DPO Reasi.
Internal electrification of Police PCD (PHQ) J&K, 10.30
1000/Post building at Battal Udhampur. Jammu/ Srinagar lacs

9 Internal electrical works of 06
Sets GO’s Tripple storey USQ at
DPL Poonch.
10 Internal electric works for Repair/
renovation of CCTNS Lab/ IT
Room at RPHQ Jammu.

PCD (PHQ) J&K, 13.20
Jammu/ Srinagar lacs

Time Allowed for
completion
7
45 days

Time and Class of
date of Contracopening of tor
tender
8
9
14-12-2021 Electrical

45 days

14-12-2021 Electrical

45 days

14-12-2021 Electrical

45 days

14-12-2021 Electrical

45 days

14-12-2021 Electrical

30 days

14-12-2021 Electrical

30 days

14-12-2021 Electrical

45 days

14-12-2021 Electrical

1000/- 45 days

14-12-2021 Electrical

PCD (PHQ) J&K, 0.84 lacs 100/Jammu/ Srinagar

30 days

14-12-2021 Electrical

Date of Publishing 04-12-2021 at 1700 hours.
•
2. The Bidding documents can be downloaded from the website http://jktenders.gov.in from
1730 hours on 04-12-2021
i.
The Bids shall be deposited in electronic format on the website http://jktenders.gov.in from
06-12-2021 to 13-12-2021 upto 1600 Hrs. The bids received will be opened at 1100 hours on
14-12-2021 on line.
ii.
The complete bidding process will be on line.
iii.
Technical bids of bidders shall be opened on line in the office of Executive Engineer PCD
PHQ J&K Jammu/ Srinagar on 14-12-2021 at 1100 Hrs.
iv.
In pursuance to Circular No. A/Misc(2018)-III-895/J dated. 22-12-2020 issued by Finance
Department of J&K, there is no requirement of submission of bid security/ earnest Money deposit
(EMD).
However, every bidder has to furnish an undertaking/ declaration form accepting that if it withdraws
or modifies its bids during the period of bid validity or if it fails to sign the contract or fails to submit
a performance security within 05 days after opening of price bid, if they are awarded the contract,
they will be suspended from participating in any tender process in future for a period of one year.
Aforementioned undertaken/ declaration needs to be furnished as per format provided in Annexure
“A” to this bid document duly attested by 1st class magistrate/ Notary on stamp paper.
v.
The cost of tender documents should be submitted by the bidder in shape of treasury
challan / receipt and upload the same.
vi.
In case of abnormally low bids, the tender inviting Authority reserves the right to ask
from the bidder for additional performance security with the approval of the next higher Authority
which shall be binding upon the bidder in such case.
•
Bid documents can be seen at and downloaded from the website http://jktenders.gov.in Bid
documents contain qualifying criteria for bidder, specifications, bill of quantities, conditions
and other details.
•
The site for the work is available. The intending bidders are strongly advised to inspect the site
of work before bidding.
•
Financial Bids will be opened on line in the office of the Executive Engineer, PCD PHQ J&K Jammu/Srinagar. If the office happens to be closed on the date of opening of the bids as specified,
the bids will be opened on the next working day at the same time and venue.
•
The bid for the work shall remain open for acceptance for a period of 90 days from the date
of opening of bids. If any bidder / tenderer withdraws his bid/tender before the said period or
makes any modifications in the terms and conditions of the bid, the said earnest money shall
stand forfeited.
•
No Engineer of Gazetted rank or other Gazetted Officer employed in Engineering or Administrative duties in an Engineering Department of the Government is allowed to work as a Contractor for a period of two years after his retirement from Government service, without permission of the Government. This contract is liable to be cancelled if either the contractor or any of
his employees is found any time to be such a person who had not obtained the permission of
the Government as aforesaid before submission of the tender or engagement in the Contractor’s Service.
•
Other details can be seen in the bidding documents.
							 		
Sd/DIPK-14286/21
Executive Engineer
					
PCD (PHQ) J&K Jmu/Sgr.
No:-e-NIT/EE-PCD/PHQ/2021-22/5582-89
Dated: 04-12-2021.

DISCLAIMER: KASHMIR OBSERVER MAKES EVERY EFFORT TO ENSURE THAT THE INFORMATION CARRIED IN DISPLAY/ CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS, APPEARING IN THE NEWSPAPER IS CORRECT. HOWEVER THE NEWSPAPER TAKES NO
RESPONSIBILITY NOR DOES IT NECESSARILY ENDORSE THE CONTENTS OF THESE ADVERTS. THE READERS ARE THEREFORE REQUESTED TO VERIFY THE CONTENTS BEFORE ACTING THEREUPON. MANAGEMENT
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Army Helps Avert Massive
Fire At Baramulla
Observer News Service

BARAMULLA: The Indian Army
helped avert a massive conflagration in North Kashmir's
Baramulla district on Saturday
night, officials said on Sunday.
According to details, a massive
fire that broke out in the main
market area of Village Fatehgarh,
Baramulla in the night of 4-5 December engulfed a large area of
densely built wooden shops and
residences. Trees in the vicinity
soon caught fire extending the
conflagration zone in the market.
Initially local volunteers from
the village tried to control the
blaze but failed, after which help
was sought from the Indian Army.
"Responding to the outbreak of
fire, two teams of army including
one Quick Reaction Team rushed
immediately to the site with fire
fighting equipment," army said.
"Army troops without caring for their own safety, quickly

formed a human chain from the
water point to the incident site."
The fire was contained and not
allowed to spread to adjacent
shops, houses and trees. Meanwhile local police, fire fighting
teams from fire service department and assistance from other
security forces with water bowsers
and other fire fighting equipment
also moved to place of incident.
"Army troops paved the way for
the local fire brigade and continued extinguishing the fire alongside the firefighters. After a strenuous firefight, the blaze was finally
tamed at 01.15 a.m.," the army said.
"Village panchayat members
witnessing the incident lauded
the selfless efforts, professionalism
and courage displayed by the Army
personnel for timely assistance
provided in extinguishing the fire
thereby minimising losses. Senior
Citizens of the village present also
extended thanks for spirit of unity
displayed by men in uniform."

Psychiatric Counselling Camp Held At Nilnag
Observer News Service

BUDGAM: District Mental Health Programme Unit District Budgam organized a free Neuro Psychiatric camp
under National Mental Health Programme (NMHP) at Primary Health
Center (PHC) Nilnag, Chadoora Sub
Division, Budgam. Large number of
people with mental health issues and
other psychiatric problems received
the counseling sessions. The camp
was held under the patronage of Dr

Tajamul Hussain, CMO Budgam and Dr
Rohi BMO Nagam. The logistic support
including free drugs and transportation was provided by Medical Superintendent District Hospital Budgam,
Dr M Ayoub. Dr Asmat Mushtaq Programme Officer of the District Mental
Health Prog Unit, Dr Lateef Programme
Officer, Faisal Ahmad Mir Programme
Manager, Aijaz Ul Ahad Clinical Psychologist, Mir Aabroo Mushtaq Psychiatric Nurse and Mutina Rashid Social
Worker also participated in the camp.

India Is The ‘Spiritual Capital’
Of World: Chief Justice Mithal
Emphasizes disbursing of fundamental duties instead of asking for rights only
Observer News Service

JAMMU: Chief Justice of High
Court of Jammu & Kashmir and
Ladakh, Justice Pankaj Mithal,
today said that India has a distinction of being called as the
‘Spiritual Capital’ of the world.
“India’s cultural milieu is
the cosmos of pure spirituality
which discourages distinguishing humans on the basis of religion”, Chief Justice maintained.
The Chief Justice remarked
this during an event themed
‘Dharma and The Constitution
of India' organized by a Delhi
based organization Adhivakta
Parishad, J&K and Ladakh chapter to commemorate the 72nd
Constitution Day.
The function was also attended by Advocate General,
DC Raina and Additional Solicitor General of J&K High Court
and dozens of other advocates
and legal luminaries.
In his keynote address, Justice Mithal maintained that our
endeavor should be to exercise
the fundamental duties instead
for asking the rights only. He
said that religion is synonymous to righteousness and every religion leads to the moral
conduct in life. He further defined that religious scriptures
acted as a guiding principle
in discerning the right from
wrong and codal law also enshrines same in it. He asked

AWANTIPORA: The Department of Journalism and Mass
Communication (DJMC) Islamic
University of Science and Technology (IUST) organized an online interactive session on the
theme "New Media Landscape
and Society" on Sunday. The

lecture was delivered by faculty
member of Advertising and
Digital Marketing at Annapurna College of Film and Media,
Hyderabad, Tawheed Rehman.
The session was attended by
students, scholars and faculty
members of the Department.
Tawheed Rehman, having
work experience in Google

Painting
Competition on
Energy Conservation
Held at Leh
Observer News Service

LEH:
State Level Painting
Competition of Energy Conservation of Bureau of Energy Efficiency, Ministry of Power has
been successfully organized at
Leh in Government Girls High
School and Government Boys
Higher Secondary School at
Leh on 05.12.2021.
Due to the ongoing Covid
restrictions and order of Education Department, Leh, UT of
Ladakh, Drawing sheets were
distributed to Parents/Teachers
of the schools from where the
student were registered and
two hours time were allotted
to each students for submission
of drawing sheets which were
duly stamped and signed by
NHPC State Nodal Officer.
Teachers of Government
Girls High School ,Leh and
Government Boys Higher
Secondary School, Leh were
on the duty to strictly follow the COVID SOPs. Parents
were happy that this kind of
event which generate awareness among students regarding energy conservation
specially in the states like Ladakh where electricity is very
scarce commodity.

JKYF Calls For
Impartial Probe Into
Illegal Adoption Of
Children
Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: J&K Yateem Foundation has expressed its grave concern on the alleged adoption and
sale of Kashmiri orphans in Delhi
and other places by a Kashmir
based NGO.
Patron of Yateem Foundation
Syed Abdul Hamid, in a statement
has demanded a thorough and impartial probe in the matter and asserted that in case involvement of
any person or NGO is proven, the
culprits should be dealt under relevant sections of the law.
“If such allegations are proved
right it is not only inhuman but it
also violates the provisions of Child
Protection Act and human trafficking laws. It is the primary responsibility of the government to ensure
protection of orphans in orphanages and other welfare institutions”
he added.

and YouTube earlier in his
career, spoke at length about
the dominant new media
culture and algorithm in
vogue and shared various
parameters regarding various social networking sites.
He talked about internet’s
journey from Web 1.0 to
Web 2.0 and the contempo-

rary digital media scenario.
Rehman also highlighted
certain factors that ‘favored the
rich having control over technology’ over the rest as that
was driving the ‘preference and
placement of online content’.
During the session, stress was
laid on learning the digital skills
and new media practices.

Government of Jammu & Kashmir

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER DEPARTMENT
OF FLORICULTURE KASHMIR SRINAGAR
SHORT TERM NOTICE INVITING TENDERS
e-NIT No: 51 of 2021-22 Dated: 04 .12.2021.

For and on behalf of the Lt. Governor, Union Territory, J&K, e-tenders (In single cover system) are invited on item rate basis from
approved and eligible Contractors registered with J&K Govt., CPWD, Railways and other State/Central Governments for the following works:-

Est. Cost
Cost of T/
Time of
Class of
(Rs. In lacs) Doc. (In Rs.) completion
Contractor
2
3
4
6
7
3.06
(a) Development of Jarokha Bagh Mansbal by way of
200/25- days DEE (Civil)
fencing along lake side and lower lawn by way of earth
filling (Part-C)
(b) Restoration of irrigation system by way of sinking
2.81
200/20- days DEE (Civil)
of Bore well at Gulnar Park, Baramulla.
01.
(C) Providing and fixing of Bus Bar Panels/Pillars at
2.50
200/20-days Regd. Electric(A)
Botanical Garden Kokernag (Phase-I)
1.44
(d) Providing and fixing of wall mounted R.O Kent (Hot
Authorized Deal200/05-days
& Cold) and Geyser in the Directorate of Floriculture
er/Distributor
Kashmir
S.
No
1

Name of Work

Position of AAA
: Accorded����������������������������������������������� Position of funds : Available
The Bidding documents Consisting of qualifying information, eligibility criteria, specifications, Drawings, bill of quantities (B.O.Q),
Set of terms and conditions of contract and other details can be seen / downloaded from the departmental website www.jktenders.
gov.in as per schedule of dates given below:1.
2.
3.
4.
1.

Period of downloading of bidding document
Bid submission Start Date.
Bid submission End date
Date and time of Opening of Tenders (Online)

Tourism Department Participates
In 3-Day IITM In Hyderabad
Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: In order to invite
more tourists from South India
especially from Telangana State,
The Department of tourism, Jammu and Kashmir participated in
the IITM held at Hitex Convention Hall, Izzatnagar Hyderabad
from 03-05th of December 2021.
The expo was also attended
by more than 20 States like Karnataka, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Goa,
UP, Bihar etc. including the host
State of Telangana.
Three day event was inaugurated by the Minster for Tourism, Culture and Archaeology
Government of Telangana Sri. V
Srinivas Goud, while interacting with the participating state
representatives he assured full
cooperation of Government of
Telangana and announced that

a special desk will be opened
in the office of Directorate of
Tourism Telangana for assisting
stakeholders in smooth interchange of best practices between
Telangana and J&K.
On his Visit to the J&K Pavilion, the Minister was presented a momento by Mr Sher
Singh CEO Patnitop Development Authority.
Sri Uppala Srinavas Gupta,
Chairman T.S. Tourism Development Corporation Limited, Mr.
NageshPampati (Chairman TAAI,
Telengana), Mr. Liaqat Ali (President, TOAT) and other prominent representatives of Tourism
Bodies also visited the J&K Stall.
The J&K Tourism stall was
attended by a good number of
visitors and their enquiries were
addressed by the Exhibitors and
Official representatives.

for formulating laws as per the every sect. He said that Articles
needs of the society and not af- 14, 19, 21, 25-29 gives us inter looking up to the west.
sights about religious guaranJustice Mithal mentioned tees in our Constitution.
that Vedas constitute the law
He said that India has the
of nature and it is morality most flexible Constitution that
and good conduct that makes has preserved sensitivities of
one religious. Elaborating, he all peoples of this nation. He
said that both the Mahabharta said that it is for this fact that
and ‘Ahimsa’ of Gautam Bud- it has been ammended more
dha convinces people to adopt than 100 times till now despite
highest articles of faith and being the most voluminous
virtue. He said that since times and elaborate one. He said that
immemorial under every rule the Ayodhta verdict, Shah Bano
Indian people have upheld the Case, Triple Talaq, Vaishno Devi
sacred beliefs of spirituality Temple issue are some of the
without interfering in personal striking examples where Conarticles of faith of other indi- stitution guided us towards reviduals. He said that this secu- spectable solutions.
larism has continuously been
carried
to
this day by
Government of Jammu & Kashmir
our nation in
its true spirit
although the
words were
NOTICE INVITING TENDERS
added to our
FRESH NIT No. 104/2021-22/EE/SSDG/6104-13 /E-tendering/Dated:- 01-12-2021
Constitution
For and on behalf of the Lt. Governor, Union Territory of J&K e-tenders are invited on item rate basis from approved and eligible Contractors registered with J&K Govt. CPWD,
later through
Railways and other State/Central Governments for each of the following works:-:
an
amendEstimated Cost Cost of T/
Time of
Technical
Major Head of
Class of
S. No
Name of Work
Status of AAA
ment.
(Rs in Lacs)
Doc. (in Rs) Completion
Sanction
Account
Contractor
1 Construction of Dispensary at Abdullin Gujran Tulail
10.00
600
20 days
Accorded
Under process BDC Grants DEE/CEE/BEE
Advocate
Repairment of damaged foot Bridge at Checkwali
General said
2
1.97
200
10 days
Accorded
Under process District Sector
DEE
Abdullain Strengthening of weak bridges & culverts
that religion
Position of Funds:- Available
has not been
1.
The NIT Consisting of qualifying information, eligibility criteria, specifications, Bill of quantities (B.O.Q), Set of terms- and conditions of contract and other details can be seen/
downloaded from the departmental website www.jktenders.gov.in as per schedule of dates given below:
sidelined by
our constituS. No.
Particulars
Dated
tion instead it
1
Date of Issue of Tender Notice.
03-11-2021
From 03-12-2021
(10:00AM)
has preserved
2
Period of Downloading of bidder documents
To 09 -12-2021
(04:00PM)
its exercise by
3
Bid submission Start Date
From 03-12-2021
(10:00AM)
people from

IUST Hosts Online Session on New Media Landscape
Observer News Service

03

06/12/2021 from 10:00 AM to 13/12/2021 up to 04:00 PM
06/12/2021 from 10:30 AM
13/12/2021 up to 04:00 PM
14/12/2021 at 02:00 PM

Bids must be accompanied with cost of Tender document in shape of e-Challan/copy of receipt from Treasury favouring of Executive
Engineer, Floriculture Department Kashmir (Tender inviting authority) indicating name of work by crediting the requisite charges to
the MH: 0406-02-112-Public Gardens (Floriculture Department Kashmir) in favour of Executive Engineer (Tender inviting authority)
2.
All Bidders have to submit/upload Bid Security Declaration Form instead of Earnest Money as per the circular of Finance Department (Bid Security Declaration Form as per Annexure “A” below)
3.
The Ist. Lowest Bidder has to produce an amount equal to 3% of contract as performance security in the shape of CDR/FDR/ within
02 days before fixation of contract and shall be released after successful completion of work.
4.
The date and time of opening of technical Bids shall be notified on Web Site www.jktenders.gov.in and conveyed to the bidders
automatically through an e-mail message on their e-mail address. The Financial bids of Responsive bidders shall be opened online
on same Web Site in the Office of Executive Engineer Department of Floriculture Kashmir Srinagar (Tender receiving authority).
5.
The bids for the work shall remain valid for a period of 120 days from the date of opening of Technical bids.
6.
The earnest money/performance security shall be forfeited , If:a.
Any bidder/ tenderer withdraw his bid/ tender during the period of bid validity or make any modifications in the terms and conditions
of the bid.
b.
Failure of Successful bidder to execute the agreement within 28 days after fixation of contract.
Any bid received beyond 15% above the advertisement cost of the work will be rejected.
5.
Instruction to bidders regarding e-tendering process.
6.1
Bidders are advised to download bid submission manual from the “Downloads” option as well as from “Bidders Manual Kit” on
website www.jktenders.gov.in to acquaint bid submission process.
6.2
To participate in bidding process, bidders have to get ‘Digital Signature Certificate (DSC)’ as per Information Technology Act-2000.
Bidders can get digital certificate from any approved Vendor.
6.3
The bidders have to submit their bids online in electronic format with digital Signature. No bid will be accepted in physical form
6.4
Bids will be opened online as per time schedule mentioned in Para-1.
6.5
Bidders must ensure to upload scanned copy of following necessary documents:I. Tender document fee in the shape of Treasury Challan,
II. Registration,
III. Renewal of Registration (Current financial year)
IV.Copy of GST of Current financial year up to September,
V. PAN Card
VI.Bid Security Declaration.
However, hard copy from the successful (first lowest) bidder shall be obtained on call. In case of clarification, the bidders shall have to
produce original documents in support of soft copies if need arises.
Note: - Scan all the documents on 100 dpi with black and white option.
6.
The department will not be responsible for delay in online submission due to any reasons.
7.
Scanned copy of cost of tender document in shape of Treasury fee challan in favour of Executive Engineer Department of Floriculture
Kashmir Srinagar and Earnest Money / Bid Security in shape of CDR/FDR if applicable pledged to Ex. Engineer Department of Floriculture, Kashmir, Srinagar must be uploaded with the technical documents of the bid. The successful bidder shall submit original
Treasury Challan (cost of tender document), CDR / FDR (earnest money/bid security) and relevant technical bid documents to the
office of tender opening authority by registered post/Courier /by hand.
8.
Bidders are advised not to make any change in BOQ (Bill of Quantities) contents. In no case, they should attempt to create similar
BOQ manually. The BOQ downloaded should be used for filling the item rate inclusive of all taxes and it should be saved with the
same name as it contains.
9.
Price escalation and Taxes:- The unit rates and prices shall be quoted by the bidder entirely in Indian Rupees and the rates quoted shall be
deemed to include price escalation and all taxes upto completion of the work, unless otherwise specified. Deduction on account of taxes
shall be made from the bills of the contractor on gross amount of the bill as per the rates prevailing at the time of recovery.
10.
Bidders are advised to use “My Documents” area in their user on Floriculture e-Tendering portal to store such documents as are required.
11.
Instructions to Bidder (ITB).
11.1
All bidders shall upload the following information and documents along with qualification criteria / qualification information with their bids: a)
Copies of original documents defining constitution/ legal status, place of registration and principal place of Business.
b)
Valid GST No. along with copy of GST & PAN No. including all other requisite documents.
c)
The bidder at his own responsibility and risk should visit and examine the site of work and its surroundings before submission of bid.
d)
All documents relating to the bid shall be in the English Language.
If the bidder does not quote rate for any item of the rate list/quantity schedule, cost of such item/ items shall be deemed to be part
of the overall/total contract value. No rate shall be allowed for such item / items in the allotment of contract. However, at the time of
his total cost will be enhanced by the highest quoted rate for the item for the purpose of comparative statement only and his quoted
cost shall not be entertained even if Ist lowest.
No: EE/FDK/2687-92
Sd/Dated: 04.12.2021
Executive Engineer
DIPK-14291/21
Deptt: of Floriculture, Kashmir.

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER SPECIAL SUB DIVISION GUREZ

4

Bid Submission End Date

6

Date and time of opening of bid (online)

To 09-12-2021
(4:00PM)
09-12-2021
(5:00 PM)
In the office of Executive Engineer Special Sub Division Gurez

2.

Bids must be accompany ed with cost of tender document in shape of Treasury Challan / Receipt in favour of Executive Engineer Special Sub Division Gurez Major Head 0059-Rev:Misc) [Tender Inviting Authority](Name of Work to be mentioned on the Treasury Challan / Receipt)(Refer Govt. order No. O.M No. A/24 (2017)-651 Dtd 07-06-2018 (The Date of
Treasury Challan should be between the date of Start of Bid and Bid Submission End Date)pledged to Executive Engineer Special Sub Division Gurez(Tender receiving Authority).
3.
All the Bidders have to submit Bid Security Declaration Form instead of Earnest money as per the Circular of Finance Department (Bid security Declaration Form is as per Annexure
“A” below).
4.
The 1stlowest Bidder has to produce an amount equal to 3% of contract as Performance Security in the shape of CDR/FDR/ within 03 Days before fixation of Contract and shall be
released after successful completion of work.
5.
The date and time of opening of Bid shall be notified on Web Site www.jktenders.gov.in and conveyed to the bidders automatically through e-mail message on their e-mail address.
The bids of Responsive bidders shall be opened online on same Web Site in the office of Executive Engineer Special Sub Division Gurez.
6.
The bids for the work shall remain valid for a period of 120 days from the date of Opening of Technical bids.
7.
Instruction to bidders regarding e-tendering process.
a.
Bidders are advised to download bid submission manual from the “Downloads” option as well as from “Bidders Manual Kit” on website Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. acquaint
bid submission process.
b.
To participate in bidding process, bidders have to get ‘Digital Signature Certificate (DSC)’ as per Information Technology Act-2000. Bidders can get digital certificate from any
approved vendors.
c.
The bidders have to submit their bids online in electronic format with digital Signature. No Financial bid will be accepted in physical form.
d.
Bids will be opened online as per time schedule mentioned in Para-1.
e.
Bidders must ensure to upload scanned copy of all necessary documents with bid.
Note: - Scan all the documents on 100 dpi with black and white option.
8.
The department will not be responsible for delay in online submission due to any reasons.
9.
Scanned copy of cost of tender document in shape of Treasury Challan / Receipt in favour of Executive Engineer Special Sub Division Gurez(The Date of Treasury Challan should
be between the date of Start of Bid and Bid Submission End Date) pledged to Executive Engineer Special Sub Division Gurez must be uploaded with the documents of the bid. The
Original Treasury Challan(Cost of Tender Document) and other relevant bid documents shall be obtained from the lowest bidder before the fixation of the Contract.
10.
Bidders are advised not to make any change in BOQ (Bill of Quantities) contents. In no case they should attempt to create similar BOQ manually.
11.
Price escalation and taxes: The %age quoted by the bidder entirely in Indian Rupees, shall be deemed to include price escalation and all taxes upto completion of the work. Deduction
on account of taxes shall be made from the bills of the contractor on gross amount of the bill as per the rates prevailing at the time of recovery.
12.
Bidders are advised to use “My Documents” area in their user on R&B e-Tendering portal to store such documents as are required.
13.
In case of CRF and other specified project, the relevant guideline/ standard bidding document shall be followed.
14.
Instruction to bidder (ITB)
14.1
All Bidders shall upload the following information and documents along with qualifying criteria/qualification information with the bids.
a.
All bidders shall upload Copies of Original Documents defining constitution/Legal status, place of registration and principal place of Business with
b.
Cell No. and Correspondence Address.
c.
All Bidders shall upload Treasury Challan.
d.
All Bidders shall upload Bid Security Declaration Form. duly Notarized
e.
All Bidders shall upload Valid GSTIN No. & PAN No.
f.
All Bidders shall upload Registration Card with latest renewal
g.
All Bidders shall upload the latest clearance certificate FORM GST-3B i.e latest quarter
h.
All bidders shall upload verification certificate from concerned Chief Engineer/Superintending Engineer of Enlistment Registration Card. Letter No:- Chief Engineer PW(R&B) Kashmir’s :-18484-516 Dated:-21-11-2020 and No:- BS/812-44 Dated 06-04-2021.
15.
The bidder at his own responsibility and risk should visit and examine the site of work and its surroundings before submission of bid.
16.
All the documents relating to the bid shall be in English language.
17.
Bidder must ensure to upload scanned copies of all necessary documents including tender documents fee in terms of soft copies with technical bid.4 No document(s) which has/
have not been uploaded shall be entertained in the form of hard copy. However, in case of any clarification the bidders shall have to produce original documents in support of soft
copies if need arises.
Executive Engineer
DIPK-14294/21
Special Sub Division Gurez

GOVERNMENT OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR

SERVICES
SELECTION
BOARD,
HEMA COMPLEX, SECTOR-3, CHANNI HIMMAT, JAMMU.
NOTIFICATION

Subject: - Part Selection Lists for the post of “Radiographic Technician”, (Health and Medical Education Department (GMC Anantnag & GMC Baramulla),
Divisional Cadre Kashmir Advt/Item No. 01/2019/011 & 02/2019/011.

Whereas, the Health & Medical Education Department vide Indent No. ME/NG/53/2018-PF dated 10.01.2019 requisitioned among others 08 posts of Radiographic Technician
with the following breakup:

OM
04
OM
04

RBA
02
RBA
02

GMC Anantnag
SC
01

GMC Baramulla
SC
01

ST
01

TOTAL
08

ST
01

TOTAL
08

Whereas, these posts were notified vide Advertisement Notification No. 01 of 2019 & 02 of 2019 dated 01.02.2019 with cut-off date as 14.03.2019; and
Whereas, as per the indent received from the concerned Indenting Department, the qualification prescribed for the post is as follows:
“10+2 with Science or above qualification with Two Years Diploma in X-Ray Technician/Radiography from any recognized institute/SMF”; and
Whereas, the written examination for the said posts was held on 11th of May 2019 and Provisional Selection Lists were issued by the Board vide Notification No.
SSB/Secy/Sel/2019/5160-66 dated 05.10.2019 and 40 candidates were called for document verification/counselling each for GMC Anantnag & GMC Baramulla
on 31st of October and 2nd of November, 2019; and
Whereas, as per the criteria adopted, selection lists were prepared and placed before the Board in 163rd Board Meeting in which the Board decided to declared
all those candidates who have obtained degrees from different universities as “Not Eligible” and further decided to prepare fresh selection lists; and
Whereas, aggrieved of the decision of the Board, the candidates approached the Hon’ble High Court of Jammu and Kashmir at Srinagar in SWP No. 604/2020
titled Ajaz Ahmad Ahanger and others V/s Union Territory of J&K and others; and
Whereas, the Hon’ble High Court on 03.03.2020 passed an order, the operative of which is reproduced as under:
“…In the meanwhile, subject to objections and till next date of hearing, the selection of private respondents 7 to 21 shall not be given effect to”.; and
Whereas, the selection lists for the posts of Radiographic Technician were prepared and forwarded to the Health & Medical Education Department vide
communication No. SSB/Secy/Sel/25/K/2020/2375-81 dated 16.03.2020 for GMC Anantnag & vide letter No. SSB/Secy/Sel/26/K/2020/2352-58 dated
16.03.2020 for GMC Baramulla wherein the posts/slots referable to aforementioned private respondents 7 to 21 were kept reserved in compliance with the
aforesaid directions of Hon’ble High Court; and
Whereas, subsequently the case was transferred to the Hon’ble Central Administrative Tribunal, Jammu in TA No. 62/7196/2020 titled Ajaz Ahmad Ahanger
and others V/s UT of J&K and others; and
Whereas, the Hon’ble Central Administrative Tribunal vide its order dated 25.10.2021, dismissed the TA 62/7196/2020 and passed the following order:
“…We do not find any merit in the TA, which is accordingly dismissed. There shall be no order as to costs”; and
Whereas, The above said judgment of the Hon’ble Central Administrative Tribunal was challenged before the Hon’ble High Court of Jammu & Kashmir and
Ladakh at Srinagar in WP ( C ) No. 2251/2021 titled Ajaz Ahmad Ahanger and other V/s UT of J&K and others. In the above said writ petition the Hon’ble High Court
on 16.11.2021 passed the following order:
“…For the foregoing reasons, we do not find any error or illegality in the impugned judgment passed by the Tribunal. The impugned judgment of the Tribunal is
well reasoned and lucid. The same does not call for any interference. The writ petition lacks merit and the same is, accordingly, dismissed”.
Whereas, considering all the facts and circumstances of the case together with the aforesaid orders of the Hon’ble High Court and the Hon’ble Central
Administrative Tribunal (CAT), the part selection lists alongwith waiting lists in respect of posts/slots kept reserved, in relation to the post of Radiographic Technician
was prepared and placed before the Board in its 193rd Board Meeting held on 03.12.2021; and
Whereas, the Board after taking into consideration all the facts before it, together with other related aspects, approved the part selection lists in respect of
candidates whose slots were kept reserved in compliance with the interim directions of the Hon’ble High Court’s order dated 03.03.2020.
Now, therefore in view of the above:
(i)
The part selection lists for the post of Radiographic Technician for GMC Anantnag & GMC Baramulla as approved by the Board in 193rd Board Meeting are
hereby notified as Annexure “A” & Annexure “B” to this Notification.
(ii)
The part selection lists approved are subject to the outcome of any writ petition (s) pending in any Court/Tribunal of competent jurisdiction.
By Order.

No: -SSB/Sel/Secy/2021/ 8412-17
Dated: -04 .12.2021
DIPK-14295/21

Sd/(Sachin Jamwal) JKAS,
Secretary,
J&K, Services Selection Board Jammu.
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The
‘Good’,
The
‘Bad’
And
Kashmir Kaleidoscope
The ‘Deobandi’ Taliban

‘But you have to understand when they say that Kashmir is heaven on earth, they
probably don’t say it because of its scenery, they probably mean the people. Because its
Whilethe
Anpeople
Effort
Classify
The Taliban Into Good And Bad Is
always
thatTo
make
the place.’

Rather Easy, The Underlying Reasons To Classify Them As
Deobandi Becomes A Little Tough And Illogical
Jyotsna Bharti

I

f there’s any place on earth which
will intoxicate you, allure your soul
and entice the artist inside of you,
then it has to be Kashmir.
It took me hours, long-huge hours
to understand what it is written about
cern with fulfilling rituals related to daily
Kashmir which in reality also encapsuprayers and reciting the Holy Quran; oplates Kashmir’s beauty. Unfortunately,
position to custom laden ceremonies such
no words of humankind can explain
as weddings and pilgrimage to shrines,
the beauty of the place to its fullest.
along with practices associated with the
Barelvi and Shi'a minority; and a focus on
Kashmir is poetry, a sonnet which
seclusion of women as a central symbol of
recites its poem through pain and joy,
a morally ordered society.
blood and beauty, fall and autumn.
Theirs was, according to political analyst
Kashmir is devotion, a pious enchantAhmed Rashid, 'an extreme form of Deoed place which will suffice your hunbandism’, which was being preached by
gry soul, the shimmering waterfalls,
Pakistani Islamic parties in Afghan refugee
beautiful shikaras in the lakes on the
camps in Pakistan.
valley, the deodar and Chinar trees
None of the Deobandi movements has a
and the great Himalayas. Kashmir is
theoretical stance in relation to political
so captivating that even if you haven’t
life. They either expediently embrace the
been here ever then also via stories
political culture of their time and place,
and movies unknowingly or knowor withdraw from politics completely. As
ingly you will fall in love, a kind of love
happened in India after independence in
which will get etched on your heart
1947, when the leaders of Darul Uloom
forever.
withdrew from the political scene comThat’s how Kashmir is, an art which
pletely and confined them to Deoband.
cannot be confined in any form!
Barbara further asserts that the DeoNo wonder, it has always intrigued
bandi madrasas on the Pakistani frontier
Bollywood filmmakers to serve a slice
closed periodically to allow their students
of Kashmir in every art of theirs. The
to support Taliban efforts. But the hisofficial romance between an artist and
torical pattern launched by the Deobandi
Kashmir started during the ’60s when
Ulema, had treated political life on a pridirector Shakti Samanta directed
marily secular basis, typically, de facto if
‘Kashmir Ki Kali’ which was one of the
not de jure, identifying religion with the
highest-grossing films that year. After
private sphere, and in that sphere fosterthat, the discovery of paradise started.
ing Islamic teachings and interpretations
Most of the romantic movies during
A glimpse into Darul Uloom Deoband/WBUR
that have proven widely influential.
the decade were shot there. Kashmir
British historian and academic specialwas the romance hub for Indian direcMirza
ising on the history of South Asia and Istors with Asad
which
they were falling in
lam, Francis Robinson, in an essay on the
love.
attached to the Taliban is describing them as Deobandi. It shows that
he seizure
of Bollywood
Afghan capital,
first edition of Barbara’s book, described
During
the ’90s,
started
the people who label them as such have no clue about the great Indian
Kabul by
the Taliban
and theirarea.
the Deobandi movement as 'the most
perceiving
Kashmir
as war-zone
to declare
Afghaniconstructive and most important Islamic
Fromdeclaration
the flowing
wind of
romance,seminary of Darul Uloom Deoband and the role which it played in tempering
stan an Islamic
Emirate
has again es-Muslims sentiments on “secular” lines in addition to its immense
movement of the [nineteenth) century.'
Bollywood
directors
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raised Kashmir
the spectre
The Good,
He further says that aside from Deoband's
tablished
as of
ground
zero incontributions to the freedom struggle of India
Thethe
Bad and
The perception.
Deobandi Taliban.
enduring
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a patterpublic
From a place
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outside
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The story
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andplace
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and political
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other.
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geographical
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nowMahmood
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bane. during his first
tions
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of line. It wasscribes
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the beauty
Kashmir
on cameraWe also
tagonist,
from
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tenure as the Pakistani foreign minister
from Afghanistan, the chief of the US Cenniumthrough
emerging into
consciousness
the Pakistani
madrassas,
de- her
his public
movies
Kabhi Kabhie
fights against
all which
odds were
to rescue
from 2008-2011. Interpreting his statetral Command General Kenneth F. McKenbecause
of the association of the leaderscribed
as Deobandi,
followed
(1976),
husband
who essentially
has been kidnapped
by
ment led to the fact that Pakistan believed
zie called the Taliban, "very pragmatic and
ship of the
Afghan(1979)
Taliban regime
with the
the curriculum
Noorie
and Silsila
(1981)
Kashmiri prescribed
militants. by the Indian
that the Taliban aligned to Pakistan were
very business like". This sounded more in
Deobandi
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of Pakistan.
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the view
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ers of showcase
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violence
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though
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filmmakers
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the editorial
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Mountain Man’s
Mission Everest
Following a noted hiker Danish
Dhaar’s recent 100 plus alpine
summits, the focus has now shifted
to his group’s plan to summit Everest.

Zeenish Imroz

B

efore his apex glory,
Danish Dhaar along
with his friend Amir
Lateef was making
climbing accessible to youth
for exploring the undiscovered
treasures of Kashmir.
These two GST—Goods and
Services Tax—practitioners
from Srinagar sponsored the
Sunday summits soon after
starting a non-profit club by
the name of Jammu and Kashmir Mountaineering Foundation (JKMF).
Along with their members,
the duo is holding Sunday treks
to make mountaineering a leisure activity for the adventure
lovers.
So far, the duo has hosted
groups to 50 different alpine
lakes, out of the total 200-plus
lakes in Kashmir including
that of Nundkol, Gangabal,
Tala sar, Sundarsar and have a
forethought of exploring all the
alpine lakes unravelled.
So far, the highest elevation
the group has reached is that
of Stok Kangri in Ladakh—
the part of pre-August 5, 2019
Kashmir.
The summit was undertaken in late 2019 summer,
when the atmosphere was very
grim for adventure sports due
to post abrogation lockdown in
the valley.
Amid communication

blockade, nine JKMF members left home and eventually
climbed the highest mountain in the Stok Range of the
Himalayas in Ladakh with an
altitude of 6,153m.
The peak, notably, is just
2,695m short of Mount Everest,
the highest mountain in the
world.
The essence of Ladakh,
Amir says, is spiritual and
relaxing. The prayer flags, he
mentions, equally uplifts the
natural beauty of the place.
“We started trekking in the
cold desert at 8am to reach the
first camp called Manakorma
at 5 in the afternoon,” he recalls. The temperature steeps to
minus 8-degrees at night in late
summers.
The next day, the duo’s
group reached the basecamp
and left for summit push at
11pm so the ice is trekkable and
the crevices aren’t dangerous,
Amir continues.
“It was a beautiful night of
full moon and the headlights
weren’t needed,” he recounts
his adventurous journey. “We
trekked the whole night and
reached the summit at 9 in the
morning.”
The climb to the summit
of Stok Kangri takes 10 days
which the group finished in
just three days!
To make trekking and

mountaineering a leisure
activity for Kashmiri youth,
Danish Dhaar, back in 2018,
had started JKMF as Harmukh
Adventures. Since then, he has
hosted many peak summits in
Kashmir frozen heights.
His group, in July 2019,
climbed the Sunset Peak which
is the highest mountain of Pir
Panjal Range. With an elevation of 2,745 metres, the peak is
also known as Romesh Thong.
The duo-led group has
already climbed the Mahadev
Peak, which is Srinagar’s highest peak, with an altitude of
3,966m in 2019, in a single day.
The group got recently
affiliated with Peaks Alpines
Adventures from North Kashmir and is planning to connect
with schools and colleges so
the children take the adventure sport as a co-curricular
activity.
The group also plans to
climb Mount Everest and shift
from trekking to mountaineering for which it plans to sponsor courses for their members
of Sunday treks.
However, driven by the
“catch them young” motto,
the duo focuses on influencing schools and students—“so
that Kashmir in near future
produces its own mountain
stars on the global platform,”
Danish asserts.
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Rabia Mughal's Book 'Joyful And Burden-Free Learning' Launched
Everything apart, the pedagogy of love must rule supreme while teaching students: Author
FAROOQ SHAH
SRINAGAR: “When love is rooted in our pedagogical practices,
we equip students to identify
that their needs, their desires,
or whatever it is that motivates
them, matter,” said Dr Rabia
Naseem Mughal, author of her
new book, “Modern Learning
Approaches
And
Teaching
Techniques,” launched at a glittering function here on Saturday,
December 4.
Set in the backdrop of a theme
based on “Joyful and burdenfree learning,” the author has
dedicated her fifth book to her
daughter, Kibria, who she declared, ‘has taught me to communicate love’.
“Since love is present in all
human lives as an emotional experience and may be present in
all human lives as an intellectual
idea as well, it should constitute
the very foundation of whatever pedagogy you’re trying
your hands on while teaching a
child,” the author said.
Dr Mughal works at the State
Council of Educational Research
and Training (SCERT) as an academic officer.
On a cool misty Saturday
afternoon, brightly lit-up and
packed almost to its capacity,
the auditorium of the Jammu
and
Kashmir
Information
Department at the historical
Residency Road gleefully presented an ambiance deserving a
book launch event.
The sprawling auditorium
suddenly wore a festive look,
the smiles flashing across the
joyful faces of the gathering

comprising
academicians,
teachers and students bringing
with it an offering to the event
waiting eagerly for the book to
be unwrapped.
A meticulous Kibria, who read
out the preface of the book to
the audience before being unwrapped, had bedecked several
copies in beautiful covers probably to express her unspoken
love for her mother.
“As a daughter, your mother is
one person who will always be
able to understand you,” smiled
an emotional Kibria while unsuccessfully hiding her tears.
“Mothers have the opportunity
to teach their daughters how
to grow up in this world. They
are there to be their daughter’s
guide, confidant, and friend for
life.”
On the stage, a string of eminent dignitaries, who were
given the wrapped copies of the
book, gently tore off their covers
and aligned themselves in an arc
behind the massive banner announcing its formal release.
The group comprised Director
School Education Kashmir,
Tassaduq Hussain Mir, former
Director Radio Kashmir, Syed
Humayun
Qaiser,
Director
News Door Darshan, Qazi
Salman, Professor Manzoor
Ahmad Rather from the School
of Education & Behavioural
Sciences, University of Kashmir,
Principal
MPML
Higher
Secondary School, Romana
Qazi and Fazal Elahi, a teacher
from the Institute of Advanced
Studies in Education, M A Road,
Srinagar,
Many of the author’s relatives

including her uncle Er Abdul
Aleem Moghal and her aunt,
Shahi Taj Mughal, bore witness
to the perseverance and hard
work that eventually culminated into the cherished event.
The author couldn’t stop herself from making a mention
of her grandmother, Mahatab
Samad Mughal, who, she said,
inspired her in many ways especially through her poetry.
“She helped plant the seeds of
creativity inside my virgin brain
much before my formal schooling had begun,” the author,
while tearfully reminding herself of her silent contribution,
said. “She unwittingly helped

nurture an atmosphere of learning well within the bounds of
our home.”
The audience, amid a thunderous applause, rose from their
seats and clapped in unison
to pay their obeisance to the
author for the ‘much-needed’
piece of work.
“Adapting to new teaching
trends and learning approaches
has become essential for teachers,” Director Tasaduq, while
recommending the book to be
read ‘religiously’, said immediately after its release. “Books are
being published in tens of hundreds but the manner in which
the author has touched upon the

intricacies of various teaching
techniques is commendable.”
“The book has come at the
right time and could be helpful not only to the teachers in
school education but for teacher
educators working in SCERT,
university departments of education, and IASEs as well,” Fazal
Ilahi, while conducting a pithy
analysis of the book, said.
Ilahi dealt with the chapters
on ‘Bringing Joy to Classroom’,
‘Multiple
Intelligence’
and
‘Emotional Intelligence’ with
greater detail, saying that ‘they
must form a basis of our teaching-learning processes.
"The check lists provided in

the book for emotional intelligence and assessment of various intelligences could be administered in a select cluster of
schools by the SCERT and DIETs
to begin with,” he said. “This assessment could help teachers to
alter their pedagogies according
to the needs and learning styles
of students.”
However, he delineated the
“downside” of the book declaring “it does not follow a good
sequence in its chapters and
the readers would be at loss to
grasp the holistic understanding
and the theoretical basis of the
teaching techniques.”
"The book surprisingly misses
to even mention "Behaviourism"
as a philosophical and psychological basis of many of
the teaching techniques in the
book," Ilahi, while insisting on
updating the book possibly in its
next version, said.
Constructivism", he further
added, "too, does not get a detailed treatment with brief text
on "scaffolding" put together
hurriedly and separately".
While critically evaluating the
book, Professor Manzoor, said
that joyful learning provides
the panacea for many of the
ills of monotonous, drudgery
and passivity of the classroom
atmosphere.
“There’s a definite paradigm
shift from some sort of a banking system where students are
merely treated as knowledge
containers by filling their brains
with all sorts of stuff,” he said.
Prof Manzoor called out the
‘theoretical, reproductive and
descriptive’ text of the book

which he believed should have
been more ‘innovative and fascinating’ in its approach.
The book launch featured a
cameo by Firdous Ahmad Fida, a
government school teacher, enthralling the audience with his
wit and humour while satirically exposing the menace of boredom that the typical classrooms
are filled with.
Similarly, a brief theatrical
performance based on the play
“Lottery Ticket” offered an example of how joyful and burdenfree learning could be achieved
by empowering the teachers to
become great storytellers.
“Using drama and theatre as a
tool to teach is not only effective;
it will also bring the necessary
change in the learning process
for students,” the author said.
“It is particularly a better way to
learn how to think on your feet,
to identify problems, evaluate a
range of possible solutions, and
figure out what to do.”
The author rounded up the
day’s proceeding with quoting
a note from her book: “We’re
pretty habitual of undervaluing
the influence of a sincere smile,
a tender touch, a compassionate
and candid compliment, a wise
word, an empathetic ear, or an
altruistic act.”
Before the audience left for
their homes, everyone in the
hall rose from their seats and
gave the author another round of
thundering applause for making
their evening a memorable one.
“I’ll keep the memory of this
wonderful evening clenched
to my heart for a long time,”
Rehana Qussar, a teacher said.

CONTD. FROM FRONT PAGE
J&K’s Rs 1,456Cr
almost doubling the 600 MBBS seats to 1100
seats. In addition to it, J&K is the first in the country to have two AIIMS, two Cancer Institutes, besides the number of Health and wellness centres
have increased to 1275 after the year 2019, from
just 129 and 10 new nursing colleges for the UT
have been given by the Prime Minister.
J&K has a unique health insurance scheme
Ayushman Bharat-SEHAT, under which every
family is covered for five lakh medical insurance,
but before 2019 there was no government health
insurance scheme in J&K, he added.
The Lt Governor concluded his address observing that the threat of corona pandemic is
not over yet. “A new variant of Covid “Omicron”
has emerged and I urge everyone to follow Covid
protocol to prevent the third wave”, he said.
Earlier, the Lt Governor dedicated to the patients the new Neuro Sciences ICU, Pulmonary
ICU at Infectious Diseases Block, Obstetrics and
Gynecology ICU, Geriatric Medicine Ward, State
Cancer Institute OPD Complex, Waiting Hall
Emergency Medicine, and Extension of Staff
Canteen, New CSSD, besides laying e-foundation
stones of new College of Paramedical Sciences,
Advanced Pediatrics Centre, 1000 seated
Auditorium, Construction of Library Block and
Separate OPD Block.
Various HoDs and doctors were also felicitated
on the occasion for their exemplary services.
Sh Rajeev Rai Bhatnagar, Advisor to the Lt
Governor in his speech said that the SKIMS is
providing invaluable services to the citizens of
UT and has always stood at front in case of any
exigency. He added that the institute provides
technologically sound and evidence-based
health care services to the general public.
Dr. Randeep Guleria, Director AIIMS, New
Delhi, in his speech highlighted the importance
of the institute and said that in coming years it
will be an institute of national repute.
Dr. Guleria while delivering a presentation
on ‘Lessons learnt from COVID-19’ said that the
pandemic has impacted every fabric of society
and it will stay and, therefore we need to invest
more in public health services and pandemic
preparedness. He added that social distancing
and masks are still the best measures to contain
spread of pandemic.
Director SKIMS, Dr. A.G Ahangar in his speech
gave a detailed overview of the various health
services provided by the institute to the general
public.
Former Director SKIMS and Chairman Apex
Advisory Committee COVID-19, Dr. M.S Khuroo,
Deans, Faculty Members, Senior Doctors, Covid
Warriors, Nursing Staff, Members of Support
Staff of SKIMS were present on the occasion.

Farooq Wants
farmers, Prime Minister Narendra Modi had
on November 19 announced the decision to repeal the farm laws passed last year to ease rules
around the sale, pricing and storage of crops.
“(The farmers protested for) 11 months, more
than 700 farmers died. The Centre had to revoke
the three farm Bills when farmers made sacrifices. We may also have to make sacrifices like that
to get back our rights.
“Remember this, we have promised to get
back (Articles) 370, 35-A and statehood and we
are ready to make any sacrifice,” Abdullah said.
The NC, however, is not against brotherhood and
does not support violence, he said.
Reacting to Union Home Minister Amit Shah’s
recent statement that post abrogation of Article
370, J&K is witnessing peace and tourism, Dr
Farooq said that if tourism is picking up in
Kashmir, what does that mean? “Is tourism everything,” the NC chief asked.
“In Delhi, they talk about how tourism has

increased. As if tourism is everything. What about
the 50,000 jobs you promised? Where are those
jobs? In fact, you are terminating those in service.”
“You had promised 50,000 jobs, where are
they? Rather you are terminating our people.
Were there no people for employing in the
(Jammu & Kashmir) Bank that you got people
from Punjab and Haryana?
“Where will the boys and girls from J&K go?
But if we raise our voices, they are crushed. The
media is facing pressure, they (journalists) are
summoned to police stations if they write anything against (the government). And they (government) say there is freedom,” he said.
On the recent Hyderpora encounter and how
the families of two civilians killed in the operation forced the administration to return their
bodies, Abdullah said it was made possible because people showed unity.
He demanded that the body of another person, Amir Magray, killed in the encounter also be
returned to his family.
“Three innocent people were killed (in the
Hyderpora encounter). When people raised their
voices, they (the administration) returned the
bodies so that their kin could bury them. This is
what unity can do.
“But the body of one person has still not been
returned to his family. How many innocent
people would they have killed this way? We will
hold them accountable. He (God) will also hold
them accountable and no one will escape that,”
the NC chief said.

2 Covid Deaths,
during the time, 34 from Jammu Division and
150 from Kashmir, they said.
So far 331620 patients have recovered, leaving active case tally at 1706—439 in Jammu and
1267 in Kashmir.
They said there was no new confirmed case of
mucormycosis (black fungus) reported today. So
far 58 black fungus cases have been confirmed in
J&K, the officials said.
The officials also informed that 30753 doses of
covid-19 vaccine were administered during the
time in J&K.

Snow In Highlands
snowfall were likely to increase gradually
in intensity and will continue till next 12-18
hours. The weather will improve from Monday
onwards.
Srinagar recorded a minimum temperature
of 0.6°C. South Kashmir’s Qazigund recorded a
minimum temperature of 3.4°C. Pahalgam recorded a low of minus 2.7°C and Kokernag recorded 2.3°C.
In North Kashmir, Kupwara recorded 1.6°C,
Gulmarg recorded a minimum of minus 1.4°C.
In Ladakh, Leh was the coldest place that saw
a minimum temperature of minus 6.4°C, while
Kargil recorded minus 0.4°C. Drass in Kargil recorded minus 5.1°C.

Kashmir Railway
through underground tunnels and land measuring over 11,000 kanal (550 hectares) has been
handed over to the railways.
Managing director, Beigh Construction
Company (BCC), Imran Beig said a road-header
machine is being used for the first time in the
excavation of railway tunnels in the Kashmir rail
project.
“The load-header machine is being used in
tunnel excavation and thanks to the machine,
there is no need for carrying out blasts inside the
tunnels, which sometimes damage the nearby
residential houses coming along the railway tunnels,” he said.
“We have been given a one-year deadline to
complete tunnel number 77 and I am hopeful
that we will complete the project within the

deadline,” he added.

BOSE Directs
JAY CEE PUBLICATIONS Pvt Ltd., New Delhi and
if the textbook is being used in any school, it must
be withdrawn immediately, otherwise strict action as warranted under provisions of law shall
be initiated”, reads a notification by the Director
Academics.
“While condemning the act of publication of
certain material that has hurt the sentiments of
the people, the publisher is directed immediately from all the schools wherever it has been
distributed, in spite of the publishing house having regretted the mistake made by them”, the
notification as per GNS reads further.
Notably the notification has followed few
hours after Director of Publication House ‘Jay
Cee’ Publications Pvt. Ltd.’ JC Goyal tendered an
apology over ‘unintentional mistake’ in the book.
“Most humbly and respectfully, I J.C Goyal,
Director of JAY CEE PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD.,
due to lack of knowledge about prohibition of
picturisation in the Islam, we made an unintentional mistake in our book “History & Civics Book
7, edition 2020, Chapter 02, page number 033,
which has hurt the religious sentiments of our
respected brethren”, read the handout.
“We as a whole team of Jay Cee Publications
Pvt. Ltd apologise and highly regret for the inconvenience, thus caused to our respected brothers
and friends. We also promise and assure to all
our brothers and friends that the mistake will
not be repeated in future editions”, it read.
“We are very grateful to all our brothers so
kindly pointed out the mistake in the book”, it
further said.
As learnt by GNS, the publication house has
published an illustration depicting Prophet
Muhammad (SAW) with archangel Jibraeel
(AS) in its ICSE History and Civics (Foerver)
book for class 7th. The illustration, on page
number 33, has been captioned as ‘A painting
of Archangel Gabriel who brought message to
Muhammad’.
Shaykh-ul-Hadith Mufti Nazir Ahmad
Qasmi in a video message regarding the
matter said that the personality of Prophet
Muhammad is one of the sensitive matters’
for Muslims. “There absolutely is no room
for making any depiction of any Prophet
Muhammad (SAW), his companions, angels
or any of the revered personalities”, Mufti as
per GNS said remarking even if it made ‘out
of respect’.
Urging the distributors and schools, who may
have received, to return the books, Mufti further exhorted that the contents in the books
should be deeply scrutinized before selecting for
syllabus.
When contacted, President Private School
Association Jammu and Kashmir, GN Var told
GNS that a meeting has been called in tomorrow
to ascertain facts into the matter.
“A meeting with local publishers and booksellers has been called for tomorrow to ascertain
facts regarding the matter”, Var said, adding that
a stand in our jurisdiction as required will be
taken accordingly. (GNS)

Khurram Parvez
18B, 38,40/ UAP.
The NIA had also conducted a raid at the office
of JKCCS in Srinagar and had also seized mobile
phones, laptop and some books from Parvez’s
house. PTI

BOSE Directs All Schools
to withdraw this textbook immediately from
all the schools wherever it has been distributed,
in spite of the publishing house having regretted the mistake made by them”, the notification
reads further.

Notably the notification has followed few
hours after Director of Publication House ‘Jay
Cee’ Publications Pvt. Ltd.’ JC Goyal tendered an
apology over ‘unintentional mistake’ in the book.
“Most humbly and respectfully, I J.C Goyal,
Director of JAY CEE PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD.,
due to lack of knowledge about prohibition of
picturisation in the Islam, we made an unintentional mistake in our book “History & Civics Book
7, edition 2020, Chapter 02, page number 033,
which has hurt the religious sentiments of our
respected brethren”, read the handout.
“We as a whole team of Jay Cee Publications
Pvt. Ltd apologise and highly regret for the inconvenience, thus caused to our respected brothers
and friends. We also promise and assure to all
our brothers and friends that the mistake will
not be repeated in future editions”, it read.
“We are very grateful to all our brothers so
kindly pointed out the mistake in the book”, it
further said.
The publication house has published an illustration depicting Prophet Muhammad (Pbuh)
with archangel Jibraeel (AS) in its ICSE History
and Civics (Foerver) book for class 7th. The illustration, on page number 33, has been captioned
as ‘A painting of Archangel Gabriel who brought
message to Muhammad’.
Shaykh-ul-Hadith Mufti Nazir Ahmad Qasmi
in a video message regarding the matter said
that the personality of Prophet Muhammad is
one of the sensitive matters’ for Muslims. “There
absolutely is no room for making any depiction
of any Prophet Muhammad (SAW), his companions, angels or any of the revered personalities”,
Mufti said remarking even if it made ‘out of
respect’.
Urging the distributors and schools, who
may have received, to return the books, Mufti
further exhorted that the contents in the books
should be deeply scrutinized before selecting for
syllabus.
When contacted, President Private School
Association Jammu and Kashmir, GN Var said
that a meeting has been called in tomorrow to
ascertain facts into the matter.
“A meeting with local publishers and booksellers has been called for tomorrow to ascertain
facts regarding the matter”, Var said, adding that
a stand in our jurisdiction as required will be
taken accordingly. - With inputs from GNS

complainant Gurdeep Singh, son of a Pakistanoccupied Kashmir refugee of 1947.
In his complaint in 2016, Singh claimed the
state land was allotted in favour of his father
Jagat Singh, who during his lifetime, remained
in its continuous physical cultivation and
possession.
After his death, the complainant said he and
his brother were in physical cultivation and no
rights of proprietorship could be vested in favour
of any person, including the allottees Chaju Ram
alias Chottu Ram and his three sons Sheru, Hari
and Paras of Alora.
The spokesperson said the allegations were
prima facie substantiated during a preliminary
verification, leading to the registration of an instant formal criminal case.
During the course of investigation, material
and other documentary evidence was collected,
which proved Ram and others, in connivance
with the then revenue authorities, prepared the
mutation besides making false entries in the revenue record in contravention to the law of the
land and against the interests of the complainant, the spokesperson said. (PTI)

Two Militants
village near Rambi Ara, government forces
launched a cordon and search operation in the
area, a police spokesman said.
He said as the government forces approached
the suspected spot, the duo tried to flee.
However, they were apprehended by the
search party, the spokesman added.
He identified the other arrested as Kifayat
Ayoub Alie, a resident of Pinjoora Shopian.
Incriminating material, arms and ammunition including a Chinese pistol, a pistol magazine, two Chinese hand grenades and eight
pistol rounds were recovered from their possession, besides cash amount of Rs 2.9 lakh, the
spokesman said.
A case has been registered and investigation
taken up, he said.

5 Shops Gutted

publication house JC Goyal in a handout
said “Most humbly and respectfully, I J.C Goyal,
Director of JAY CEE PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD.,
due to lack of knowledge about prohibition of
picturisation in the Islam, we made an unintentional mistake in our book “History & Civics Book
7, edition 2020, Chapter 02, page number 033,
which has hurt the religious sentiments of our
respected brethren.”
“We as a whole team of Jay Cee Publications
Pvt. Ltd apologise and highly regret for the inconvenience, thus caused to our respected
brothers and friends. We also promise and assure to all our brothers and friends that the mistake will not be repeated in future editions”, the
handout said.
“We are very grateful to all our brothers so
kindly pointed out the mistake in the book”,
Goyal said. GNS

Department, actively assisted by army, police
and civilians to contain the fire, five shops were
gutted in the mishap.
A Fire and Emergency Services Department
official said that the affected site is at a distance
of nearly twelve kilometres from the nearest station, which according to him, took them some
time to reach (the site).
Five shops which were in proximity were gutted in the mishap, the official said.
Meanwhile army in a statement said that
on receiving information about the incident, two teams including a Quick Reaction
Team was rushed to the site with firefighting
equipments.
“Army personnel without caring for their own
safety, carried a human chain from the water
point to the incident site” it said adding the fire
was contained and allowed not to spread to adjacent shops, houses and trees.”
“After strenuous firefight, the blaze was finally tamed at 1:15 AM, army said, adding the
village Panchayat members and senior citizens
of the village lauded the efforts and professionalism of army in minimising the loss in the
mishap.”

6 Charged With

Four Held With

on Sunday.
The chargesheet against two revenue officials
and four members of a family was filed in the
court of special judge, anti-corruption, for judicial determination on Saturday, a spokesperson
of the Jammu Crime Branch said.
He said the mutation of the land at Tikku
Tehra was done in contravention of the law
of the land and against the interest of the

Railway station road, a police spokesman said.
He identified those arrested as Vikram
Sharma (55) of Jammu and his associates from
Delhi -- Sunny (38) Hritik Soni (21) and Pardeep
Sapra (31).
A case under the Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act was registered against the four and further investigation
is on, the spokesman said. (PTI)
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Explainer: Could The Omicron
Variant Bring Milder Illness?

'We Might Not Know Half
of What’s in Our Cells'
Neuroscience News

Most human diseases can
be traced to malfunctioning parts of a cell — a tumor is able to grow because
a gene wasn’t accurately
translated into a particular protein or a metabolic
disease arises because mitochondria aren’t firing
properly, for example. But
to understand what parts
of a cell can go wrong in
a disease, scientists first
need to have a complete
list of parts.
By
combining
microscopy,
biochemistry
techniques and artificial
intelligence, researchers
at University of California San Diego School of
Medicine and collaborators have taken what they
think may turn out to be a
significant leap forward in
the understanding of human cells.

The technique, known
as Multi-Scale Integrated
Cell (MuSIC), is described
November 24, 2021 in Nature.
“If you imagine a cell,
you probably picture the
colorful diagram in your
cell biology textbook, with
mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum and nucleus. But is that the whole
story? Definitely not,” said
Trey Ideker, PhD, professor at UC San Diego School
of Medicine and Moores
Cancer Center. “Scientists
have long realized there’s
more that we don’t know
than we know, but now we
finally have a way to look
deeper.”
Ideker led the study
with Emma Lundberg,
PhD, of KTH Royal Institute of Technology in
Stockholm, Sweden and
Stanford University.

GOVT OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE
ENGINEER PMGSY
(JKRRDA) DIV.BUDGAM

Agencies

T

he Omicron variant,
spreading
now
in
southern Africa and
detected in over 30
other countries, has prompted
fears it could significantly undermine the effectiveness of
vaccines against COVID-19.
Yet as scientists race to understand the full consequences
of Omicron, some are also asking whether this new version of
coronavirus might cause milder illness than its predecessors.
While they caution that it is far
too early to draw conclusions,
here is what is known so far:
What Do The Data Show?
Evidence from initial cases
of the new variant is limited.
Among 70 cases reported in
Europe that included information on disease severity, half of
the patients had no symptoms
and half had mild symptoms, according to a report on Thursday
by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control.

SNOW Clearance
Short term Tender Notice.

The tender Documents shall be issued against
Treasury Challan(Head 0059)as mentioned below
and on production of valid registration card. The
Tenders shall be accepted from 06-12-2021 to 10-122021upto 3.00PM.

1.
The intending tenderer should not in any way
quote more than one rate per item for work. In case the
tenderer splits the quantity of any item of work & quotes
more than one rate for the same his tender will not be entertained. The rates quoted by the bidder should be above
or below SSR 2020.
2.
The rate shall be written both in words & the figures which should be safeguard by transparent tape over
the rates.
3.
Correction/Overwriting if any done should bear
the signature of the tenderer.
4.
Any item for which no rate has been entered
by the tenderer will be loaded at HTR in the comparative
statement and shall be paid at LTR.
5.
The intending tenderer are at liberty to cast their
tenders either by hand or by post.
6.
In case of any discrepancy between the rates in
figures and rates in words quoted by the tenderer, the rate
in words shall be considered as final.
7.
The intending tenderer shall record NIT serial No,
Name of the work, in addition to his name/address on his
tender form/Envelope containing the tender.
8. Deduction of Taxes shall be made as per norms/Rules in
vogue &cess shall be deducted @ 1%.
9.
All the bidders/Tenderers should attach photocopy of following documents at the time of issuance of
tender document’s) Valid registration card ii) TIN no iii)
Sales Tax clearance certificate.
10.
The CDR shall be pledged to the tender opening
authority i.e Executive Engineer PMGSY (JKRRDA) Div.
Budgam.
11.
The CDR shall be released after the allotment is
issued to first lowest bidder.
12.
The Rate should be quoted in above or below
SSR-2020.
13.
For arriving at 1st lowest bidders all the depths
of snow shall be considered for drawing the comparative
statement.
14.
The allotment shall be issued for all the depths
and the depth of actual snow fall recorded shall be considered for payment. All other depths shall be considered null
and void.
15.
Cost of Tender Document shall be entertainedin
the form of Treasury Challan.
16.
The tender will be opened on 10-12-2021 at 3:30
PM in Office Chambers of Executive Engineer PMGSY Division Budgam. In case of a holiday or any other inconvenience the tenders shall be opened on the next working
day
No.EE/PMGSY/B/
sd/
Date: 04-12-2021
Executive Engineer
		
PMGSY (JKRRDA)
Div. Budgam
DIPK-14281/21

Diseases Society of America.
Is Omicron A 'Less Fit' Version Of
Coronavirus?
While data on real world
infections continues to emerge,
scientists are conducting laboratory studies to decipher Omicron. The variant has about 50
mutations not seen in combination before, including more than
30 mutations on the spike protein

Office of the Chief Executive Officer

the coronavirus uses to attach to
human cells. Vaccines in current
use target that spike protein.
"Typically when viruses
accumulate a lot of mutations
they lose some fitness," said Dr.
John Wherry, director of the
Penn Institute for Immunology
in Philadelphia. Certain Omicron mutations may impair the
ability of the virus to cleave,
changing the behavior of the

3

Will Omicron Become The Dominant
Variant?
The other central question
surrounding Omicron is whether it will overtake the Delta
variant, which still accounts
for the overwhelming majority
of known infections worldwide.
If Omicron does become dominant, but causes milder illness,
it could mark a turning point
toward the virus eventually becoming a seasonal threat, like
influenza, said Sumit Chanda,
an infectious disease researcher at the Scripps Research Department of Immunology and
Microbiology in San Diego.

8. Should have an average annual turnover For projects: As per Council of Architecture
of at least 50 lakhs or more in the last Scale of Charges – Clause 4 (7.5 Percent
3 years.
on the cost of works).
9 . Should have worked on projects for National/ State/ City level Govt agencies. For only Advisory work: As per Council of
10. Should have completed at least 3 projects Architecture Scale of Charges – Clause 6
worth 25 Cr in the last 5 years, and
(Rs.10,000 per day for each day of visit
should be in existence for at least 5
from outstation, and/ or Rs.4,000 per day
years or more as a firm.
each day of visit from local of Kashmir)

SRINAGAR SMART CITY LTD
(A J&K Government Undertaking)

Email: - srinagarscl@gmail.com

Tel. No: 0194-2455370 (CIN: U70200JK2017SGC010107)

ADVERTISEMENT

Preference for the firm having working knowl- For Site Visits during Projects or Advisory
edge of National Green Building/ Sustainable work: Air Fare on actual, local travel,
Design standards; implementing landscape boarding and lodging shall be provided
projects with sustainable decentralized sys- – Clause 5.
tems, energy conservation systems, wastewater and solid waste recycling strategies;
should have demonstrated vernacular and
local expertise in landscape design projects;
should have designed landscapes using such
technologies.

Srinagar Smart City Limited is looking to empanel firms with National and International repute in the following design fields:
1.
Architectural Conservation
2.
Architecture
3.
Landscape & Urban Design
The full advertisement can be downloaded from the website of SSCL (www.srinagarsmartcity.in). List of empanelled firms shall be uploaded on
the website of SSCL from time-to-time. Empanelment of any firm shall be in force for a period of 3 years from the date of selection. Firms may seek
clarifications by writing to SSCL on srinagarscl@gmail.com

Details of Empanelment
Sr. No. Name of
Expertise

1

S no Block Snow clearance length Ear- Class of Cost of
of Road from (Km) nest contrac- tender
Money tor
Document
(Rs)
(Rs)
1
T02 KM 18th - 1.5
400 Any
200
Nagam Lashkalan
Class
2
Bajipathri to 2.0
400 Any
200
Sanidarwan
Class

Account Head: - 3054 M&R Snow Clearance
Terms and conditions:

spike protein, he said.
Some scientists have theorized Omicron may have developed over a period of months in
an immunocompromised individual, such as an HIV patient
in southern Africa. If so, "the
virus adapted not to kill that
host," Wherry said.
There are competing theories that the latest variant
evolved from an animal host.

Union Territory Of Jammu and Kashmir

NIT 16/EE/PMGSY/Bud/2021-22dated 04-12-2021
For and on behalf of Lieutenant Governorof Jammu
and Kashmir, the sealed tenders affixed with Rs 4/Revenue stamp are invited from Registered/Eligible
from any Classof contractors whose registration
card are renewed for the current financial year for
the below mentioned Snow Clearance works for the
year 2021-22 which should reach the office of the
Executive Engineer PMGSY (JKRRDA) Div. Budgam
near Railway Bridge Bagh-e-Mehtab Srinagar on or
before 10-12-2021upto 3.00 PM.

There were no cases of severe disease, hospitalization, or
death. However, the European
agency said it would require
data on hundreds of cases to accurately assess disease complications, estimating that could
take several weeks. In addition,
most cases detected in Europe
so far have been in younger
people who were fully vaccinated, making them less likely
to suffer severe illness.
In South Africa, where the
daily number of reported COVID-19 cases doubled on Wednesday to 8,561, symptoms for
reinfected patients and those
infected after vaccination appear to be mild.
"Some evidence from South
Africa suggests that it may actually cause more mild illness but.
I caution you that a lot of the
patients South Africa initially
were among young university
students," Dr. Carlos Del Rio,
an infectious diseases expert at
Emory University in Atlanta,
said on Thursday during an online briefing from the Infectious
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Qualifications of Relevant Technical Experience (Min. 5 years)
Fee (inclusive of taxes)
Key Experts
1.
Should have completed at least 3
For projects: As per Council of
urban architectural conservation projects, that may Architecture Scale of Charges
include – Conservation Plans for precincts, Building – Clause 1.4 (7.5 Percent on the
Conservation, Heritage Management Plans, etc. of cost of works).
at least 25 Cr. or more than 50 acres or more, in the
Architectural Masters’ in
last 5 years.
For only Advisory work: As
Conservation Architectural
2.
Should have extensive experience per Council of Architecture
Firm
Conservation;
in handling large and small scale architectural
Scale of Charges – Clause 6
Bachelors’ in
conservation works in various parts of the country (Rs.10,000 per day for each day
Architecture
and working with various materials, specially brick of visit from outstation, and/
and timber.
or Rs.4,000 per day each day of
3.
Should have experience in working in visit from local of Kashmir)
Kashmir region.
4.
Should have an average annual turn- For Site Visits during Projects
over of at least 50 lakhs or more in the last 3 years. or Advisory work: Air Fare on
5.
Should have experience of working actual, local travel, boarding
with Govt agency.
and lodging shall be provided
6.
Should have a working office in India – Clause 5.
with at least 5 conservation architects or architects
(over last 1 year).
1.
Should have designed and completed at
For projects: As per Council of
least 3 iconic projects of repute, which is of Architecture Scale of Charges –
prominence in architecture and design in the Clause 1, 1.2, 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3,
last 10 years.
as per their applicability.
2.
Should have used passive or active
technologies for energy efficiency and dem- For only Advisory work: As
onstrated innovative use of materials
per Council of Architecture
Masters’ in
3.
Should have designed housing projects
Scale of Charges – Clause 6
Architecture
or hospitality projects, institutional or
(Rs.10,000 per day for each day
(Urban
Design);
Architecture
commercial projects worth 25 Cr in the last of visit from outstation, and/
Bachelors’ in
5 years.
or Rs.4,000 per day each day of
Architecture
4.
Should have worked in the area of adaptive visit from local of Kashmir)
reuse, conservation, urban regeneration, etc.
5.
Should have the required in-house expertise For Site Visits during Projects
to prepare presentation drawings, maps,
or Advisory work: Air Fare on
reports, photomontages, visualizations with actual, local travel, boarding
high graphic quality.
and lodging shall be provided
6.
Should have a working office with at least – Clause 5.
5 staff on rolls (over last 1 year) in any
part of India, at least 3 of which should be
architects.
7.
Should have an average annual turnover of
at least 50 lakhs or more in the last 3 years.
8.
Should have worked on projects for National/ State/ City level Govt agencies.
Preference for the firm having working knowledge of National Green Building/ Sustainable
Design standards; implementing architectural
projects with sustainable decentralized systems,
energy conservation systems, waste-water and
solid waste recycling strategies; should have
demonstrated vernacular and local expertise in
architectural design projects; should have designed
institutions, housing, public buildings of repute and
scale using such technologies.
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1.
2.
Landscape & Masters’ in LandUrban Design scape Design or
Firm
Urban Design
or equivalent;
3.
Bachelors’ in
Architecture

4.

5.

6.
7.

Should have designed and completed at
For projects: As per Council of
least 2 iconic parks or landscape projects Architecture Scale of Charges
which are for public use.
– Clause 4 (7.5 Percent on the
Should have extensive experience in design cost of works).
of parks, gardens, greenways, riverfront,
public places, with a focus on native flora, For only Advisory work: As
soil and water conservation and wastewater per Council of Architecture
treatment and use.
Scale of Charges – Clause 6
Urban design firms should have the experi- (Rs.10,000 per day for each day
ence of preparing urban design schemes, of visit from outstation, and/
neighbourhood plans or zonal plans or
or Rs.4,000 per day each day of
master plans at different scales. Should
visit from local of Kashmir)
have vast experience in creating peoplecentric places through various projects and For Site Visits during Projects
initiatives.
or Advisory work: Air Fare on
Urban design firms should have worked in actual, local travel, boarding
different geographies or cities on various and lodging shall be provided
public projects like streetscapes, plazas,
– Clause 5.
greenways, parks, revitalization projects,
heritage rejuvenation projects or plans,
accessibility plans, etc.
Should have the required in-house expertise
to prepare presentation drawings, maps,
reports, photomontages, visualizations with
high graphic quality.
Urban design firms should have the experience of working with energy conserving
technologies, water conserving plans, etc.
Should have a working office with at least
5 staff on rolls (over last 1 year) in any
part of India, at least 3 of which should be
urban designers/ landscape architects &
architects.

Important Notes:
1.
Empanelment shall be for a period of 3 years from the date of empanelment of Firms. Last date of application of Firms in above
categories shall be 6 months (including the publishing and end date and holidays) from the date of publishing of this advertisement. Applications shall
be evaluated on an on-going basis for that period.
2.
For Council of Architecture Scale of Charges, the website link is: https://www.coa.gov.in/index1.php?lang=1&level=2&sublinkid=299&lid=86
3.
Joint Venture/ Consortiums are not allowed.
4.
Deliverables shall include complete Surveys, Conceptualizations, Preliminary estimates, Final detailed plans, detailed (all) service layouts
and their details, detailed estimates BoQs as per prevailing Schedule of Rates, DPR, tender drawings, tender documents/ RFPs, assistance in Bid process,
supervision and monitoring.
5.
Fee structure of projects shall include a 10% Advance Fee at the time of Signing of Contract for a project, and rest as per mutually agreed
terms. 20% of Fee shall be for Supervision.
6.
GST shall be reimbursed as actual.
7.
All invoices shall be paid within 30 days from the date of submission.
8.
The fee payable shall include payments to MEP, HVAC, Structural and Irrigation consultants, which shall be paid by the empanelled firm.
9.
Any other consultant if required for the project, shall be hired with written approval of the SSCL and the fee shall be limited to 20% of the
fee being paid to the empanelled firm, inclusive of taxes. The fee of the newly hired consultant shall be paid by the empanelled firm and the same shall be
reimbursed by SSCL on presentation of invoices.
10.
Empanelled firms shall provide a notarized undertaking that:
a.
Firm has not been blacklisted by any Govt/ Non-Govt/ Private entity in the last 10 years.
b.
Firm has not been terminated from any work due to Firm’s event of fault.
c.
Firm is in existence for the
11.
Key Personnel of the Firm should be registered with the Council of Architecture and optionally with IUDI or ISOLA or ITPI of any other
similar body.
12.
Firms shall be evaluated for their technical experience, financial turnover, excellence in design, quality of work, current state of their built
projects, awards won (if any), expertise, readiness for delivery and skills.
13.
Applications shall be sent as a single PDF file with all the details of the Firms necessary for evaluation (as per 12 above) to the email
address: srinagarscl@gmail.com with the subject line: Empanelment of Architectural Conservation/ Architecture/ Landscape Design & Urban Design Firm
(as applicable) Firm for SSCL.
14.
SSCL reserves the right to cancel or modify the Empanelment without citing any reason thereof.
15.
Applications received in the previous empanelment process shall be considered.
Evaluation Criteria for Architecture Firms
S.no

1
2
3
4
6
5

Criteria
Technical Criteria
Should have designed housing projects or hospitality projects, institutional or commercial projects worth 25 Cr in the last 5 years.
Should have completed at least 3 iconic projects of repute, which is of prominence in architecture and design in the last 10 years.
Should have worked on projects for National/ State/ City level Govt. agencies.
Should have worked in the area of adaptive reuse, conservation, urban regeneration, etc.
Should have used passive or active technologies for energy efficiency and demonstrated innovative use of materials
Financial Criteria
Should have an average annual turnover of at least 50 lakhs or more in the last 3 years.
Office Infrastructure & Human Resource

Should have the required in-house expertise to prepare presentation drawings, maps, reports, photomontages, visualizations
with high graphic quality.
Should have a working office with at least 5 staff on rolls (over last 1 year) in any part of India, at least 3 of which should be
architects.
9
Quality of work
10
Accolades/Awards Won
Minimum cut-off marks
Evaluation Criteria for Architectural Conservation Firms

Maximum
Weightage
(marks)
15
15
10
10
5
10

7

5

8

10

S.no Criteria
1
2
3.
4

Technical Criteria
Should have completed at least 3 urban architectural conservation projects, that may include – Conservation Plans for
precincts, Building Conservation, Heritage Management Plans, etc. of at least 25 Cr. or more than 50 acres or more, in
the last 3 years.
Should have experience in working in Kashmir region.
Should have extensive experience in handling large and small scale architectural conservation works in various parts of
the country and working with various materials, specially brick and timber.
Should have experience of working with Govt. agency.
Financial Criteria

15
5
80

Maximum Weightage
(Marks)
20
10
15
10

5

Should have an average annual turnover of at least 50 lakhs or more in the last 3 years.
Office Infrastructure/Human Resource

10

6
7
8

Should have a working office in India with at least 5 conservation architects or architects (over last 1 year)
Quality of work
Accolades/Awards Won
Minimum cut-off marks

15
15
5
80

Evaluation Criteria for Landscape & Urban Design Firm
S.No Technical Criteria
1
2
3
4
5
6

8
9
10
11
12

Should have extensive experience in design of parks, gardens, greenways, riverfront, public places, with a focus on native
flora, soil and water conservation and wastewater treatment and use.
Should have completed at least 2 iconic parks or landscape projects which are for public use.
Urban design firms should have the experience of preparing urban design schemes, neighbourhood plans or zonal plans or
master plans at different scales. Should have vast experience in creating people-centric places through various projects and
initiatives.
Urban design firms should have worked in different geographies or cities on various public projects like streetscapes, plazas,
greenways, parks, revitalization projects, heritage rejuvenation projects or plans, accessibility plans, etc. Urban design firms
should have the experience of working with energy conserving technologies, water conserving plans, etc.
Should have worked on projects for National/ State/ City level Govt agencies.
Should have completed at least 3 projects worth 25 Cr in the last 5 years, and should be in existence for at least 5 years or
more as a firm.
Financial Criteria
Should have an average annual turnover of at least 50 lakhs or more in the last 3 years.
Office Infrastructure/Human Resource
Should have a working office with at least 5 staff on rolls (over last 1 year) in any part of India, at least 3 of which should be
urban designer’s/ landscape architects & architects.
Should have the required in-house expertise to prepare presentation drawings, maps, reports, photomontages, visualizations with high graphic quality.
Quality of work
Accolades/Awards Won
Minimum cut-off marks

No: SSCL/CEO/6144-45
Dt: 04/12/2021				DIPK-NB-5606/21

Maximum Weightage (Marks)
10
10
15
5
5
10

10
10
5
15
5
80

Sd/Chief Executive Officer
Srinagar Smart City Limited.

OUT POST
First Omicron Case In Delhi
After Tanzania Returnee
Tests Positive; 5th In India

Soldiers Gun Down 13
Civilians In Nagaland,
Army Calls It 'Unfortunate'
Press Trust of India

Agenceis
NEW DELHI: Delhi reported
its first case of new COVID-19
Variant Omicron on Sunday.
"First omicron case detected
in Delhi. The patient admitted to
the LNJP Hospital had returned
from Tanzania. Till now, 17 people (who come from abroad)
have tested positive for Covid
and they have been admitted
to the hospital," Delhi Health
Minister Satyendar Jain told reporters here.
This is the fifth case
of Omicron reported
in the country.
The first two
cases of Omicron
were
reported
in Karnataka. On
Saturday, the third
and the fourth case
of the infection were
reported from Gujarat's
Jamnagar and Maharashtra's
Dombivli respectively.
Earlier, Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal urged Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to stop
international flights in the view of
Omicron variant.
A new variant of COVID-19
was first reported to the World
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Health Organisation (WHO) from
South Africa on November 25.
As per the WHO, the first known
confirmed B.1.1.529 infection was
from a specimen collected on
November 9 this year.
On November 26, the WHO
named the new COVID-19 variant
B.1.1.529, which has been detected
in South Africa, as 'Omicron'. The
WHO has classified Omicron as a
'variant of concern'.
Dozens of countries have imposed travel restrictions on
the southern African
nations since the
mutation
was
discovered.
The
new
Omicron coronavirus variant has
been confirmed
in 23 countries
and their number
is expected to rise,
Director-General of the
World Health Organization
(WHO)
Tedros
Adhanom
Ghebreyesus had said.
India has also added several
countries to the list from where
travellers would need to follow
additional measures on arrival in
the country, including post-arrival
testing for infection.

FIRST OMICRON CASE DETECTED IN DELHI.
The patient admitted to the LNJP Hospital had
returned from Tanzania. Till now, 17 people (who
come from abroad) have tested positive for Covid and
they have been admitted to the hospital,"

KOHIMA/NEW DELHI: Security
forces opened fire on civilians
killing 13 and injuring 11 more
in Nagaland's Mon district in two
consecutive incidents of firing
the first of which was possibly a
case of mistaken identity, police
said on Sunday. One soldier also
died in rioting which followed.
The first firing which killed
six civilians, occurred when
army personnel mistook coal
mine workers returning home
in a pick-up van singing songs
on Saturday evening, to be insurgents belonging to the Yung
Aung faction of proscribed outfit
NSCN (K), about whose movements they had been tipped off.
As workers failed to reach their
homes, local youth and villagers
went in search of them and surrounded the army vehicles. In the
ensuing melee one soldier was
killed and army vehicles burnt
down. Soldiers who fired in selfdefence killed another seven civilians, said police officials.

Rioting spilled over into
Sunday afternoon when angry
mobs vandalised the offices of
the Konyak Union and an Assam
Rifles camp in the area. The
Nagaland government through a
notification has banned mobile,
internet and data services as
well as bulk SMS in the district
to curb "circulation of inflammatory video's, pictures or text".
Police said that the post-mortem
of the 13 killed is being conducted
in Mon and feared that the number
of fatalities may increase as at least
two of those injured were critical
and had to be evacuated to hospitals in Assam while the rest were
being treated in Nagaland.
Ordering a Court of Inquiry
into the incident, Army said one
of its personnel was killed and
several others were seriously
injured. It said that the incident
and its aftermath is "deeply regretted" and the unfortunate
loss of lives is being investigated
at the highest level.
The state government has constituted a five-member Special

Investigation Team (SIT) headed
by IGP Nagaland, officials said.
PRO Defence (Kohima) Lt Col
Sumit K Sharma said Based on
credible intelligence of likely movement of insurgents, a specific operation was planned to be conducted
in the area of Tiru, Mon District,
Nagaland. The incident and its aftermath is deeply regretted.
Chief Minister Neiphiu Rio promised a high-level probe into the incident and appealed to all sections of
the society to maintain peace.
Mon shares a porous international border with Myanmar,
where the Yung Aung faction of
NSCN (K) is based.
Official sources said Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh and Army
Chief Gen M M Naravane have
been briefed about the incident.
SIT shall investigate the incident from all angles while
a court of inquiry has been
instituted against the army
personnel involved, Jagdish
Mukhi, Governor of Assam and
Nagaland said in a statement,
while appealing for peace.

Nagaland: Public Outrage Breaks
Out After Army Guns Down Civilians
Agenceis

A

video, reportedly from
Mon, has emerged where
a structure can be seen
on fire, and a large number of
people can be seen making an
attempt to escape from its premises, to save their lives.
Expressing their anger over
the same, locals have attacked
an Assam Rifles (paramilitary)
camp in Mon district of the state.
In the video from the site, locals
can be seen destroying property
at the camp.
Although
there
is
no

confirmation, it has been speculated that locals in Nagaland’s
Tuensang town have allegedly resorted to arson to protest against
the killings of the civilians in the
alleged case of mistaken identity
by the armed forces.
Police on Sunday, said that it is
investigating whether the incident
was a case of mistaken identity.
Ordering a court of inquiry into
the incident, Army said that one of
its personnel was killed and several others were seriously injured. It
said that the incident and its aftermath is “deeply regretted” and the
unfortunate loss of lives is being

investigated at the highest level.
The exact number of fatalities,
however, is yet to be ascertained
as 11 people died on the spot, and
several others succumbed to their
injuries in hospitals in neighbouring Assam, a police officer said.
Chief Minister Neiphiu Rio promised a high-level probe into the incident and appealed to all sections of
the society to maintain peace.
The incident took place between Oting and Tiru villages
when some daily-wage labourers
were returning home in a pick-up
van from a coal mine on Saturday
evening, the police officer said.

Italian Dentist Presents Fake
Arm For Vaccine To Get Pass
MILAN: A dentist in Italy faces possible criminal charges after trying
to receive a coronavirus vaccine in
a fake arm made of silicone.
A nurse in the northern city of
Biella, Filippa Bua, said she could
tell right away that something
was off when a man presented the
phony limb for a shot on Thursday.
“When I uncovered the arm,
I felt skin that was cold and
gummy, and the colour was too
light,'' Bua told Italian newspaper
Corriere della Sera.
She said she initially thought
the 57-year-old man was an
amputee and had mistakenly offered the wrong arm. She lifted
his shirt and saw a silicone arm.
“I understood immediately
that the man was trying to avoid
the vaccination by using a silicone prosthetic, into which he
hoped that I would inject the
drug, unaware,” Bua said.
The nurse said the man acknowledged he did not want a
vaccine but to obtain a “super”

health pass, which from Monday
will be required to enter restaurants, cinemas, theatres and other venues in Italy.
He had already been suspended
from work because of his refusal
to get vaccinated, which Italy requires for medical personnel.
The nurse said the man was
courteous and left the vaccination
centre after the failed attempt.
“We stopped and reflected, and
we understood that this wasn't just
a surreal situation, but a real attempt at fraud,'' Bua said. She and
others at the vaccination site turned
paperwork over to superiors so
they could report the case, which
has been given to prosecutors.
While Italy's vaccination rate
is relatively high at 85 per cent
of the currently eligible population ages 12 and over, people in
the the age range from 30 to 59
have proven the most resistant to
vaccinations, with nearly 3.5 million still not having received their
first doses.

Security Tightened In Mathura
Ahead Of Babri Mosque
Demolition Anniversary
Agenceis
MATHURA: Security has been
tightened in Mathura to avoid
any untoward incident ahead of
December 6, the date on which
the Babri mosque was demolished in Ayodhya in 1992, officials
said on Saturday.
Four right-wing groups, the
Akhil Bharat Hindu Mahasabha,
Srikrishna Janmabhumi Nirman
Nyas, Narayani Sena and the
Srikrishna Mukti Dal, had earlier
sought permission to hold nontraditional programmes on the day.
The Akhil Bharat Hindu
Mahasabha had sought permission to install a Krishna idol at the
deity’s “actual birthplace”, which it
claimed is in a mosque close to a
prominent temple here.
District Magistrate Navneet Singh
Chahal had turned them down,
saying the question of granting
permission to any event that may

potentially disrupt peace does not
arise.
One of the groups had said that
it would install the idol in the Shahi
Idgah after a “maha jalabhishek” to
“purify” the place.
In view of these, Mathura was
divided into three zones for security
purposes, the officials said, adding
that the area in which the Katra
Keshav Dev temple and the Shahi
Idgah falls has been demarcated
as the red zone, where the deployment of security personnel is the
highest.
“Adequate force has also been
deployed at every entry point of
Mathura,” Senior Superintendent of
Police Gaurav Grover said.
He said checking at these entry
points has been intensified.
Prohibitory orders under section
144 of the CrPC are already in place
in Mathura. The section prohibits
the assembly of four or more people
in an area.
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